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Chapter Ones Some Introductery Comments

The research to' be reported here concern .the_develop-
',

ment of narrative, rhetoric in elementary and junior high

school children. What we mean by narrative rhetoric will

become clearer as we go on to define the particular questions

addreSsA in e.ih- of the various studies. But at the outset,

it may be useful to provide a general overview of the type

of question we havej.n-M5.40.

We can begin 4.ih the observation that written nar=

ratives, like other types of texts, have both a surface

wording and an,abstract underlying structure. For example,

many would argue that the underlying structure of simple

narratives consists of a series of actions which can be
I

construed in terms of a crisis 'and its resolution, under-
, A '

taken by some set of animate entitites capable of

planning:and motivation, (See Figure 1) (e.g,

Rumelhart, 1977; Handler 4" Johnson, 1971- Stein 4 Gilenn 1979i)

It is important to note: that these are abstract properties

of,narrative and that they need not be manifest in language.

For example, an identical narrative structure can be manifest

as verbal story; pantomime or non-verbal cartoon. How an

abstract structure becomes manifest in a particular form

depends on the components or dimensions available
, -

to= that form, since different forms make use of

different dimensions. For example; pantomime , draws on spatial

placement and temporal sequencing. Although the details

are still very much lb dispOte, most schoT's would agree

that any particular verbal ,narrative is manifest asVome



temporal organization, motivation 1 or causal framework,

`narrative voice and level of expl cit detail, to name just

a few . (Booth, 1961; Todorov, 1977; Chatman, 1978; Gennett,

1980; Culler, 1975) To see how this is so, consider the

actions described at the top of Tiable 1.1. Imagine that

these are actions, not written teixt, presented as a series

of pictures or pantomimes. Noti

onto the typical unclerIjcing stru

Notice also that they can be map

that they can be mapped

ture of simple stories.

a variety Of verbal

texip and that the form of the act.4a1text.depends, in
(

- .

part on its particular temporal organization, narrative

voice and level of deta 1.' For example, texts may .f6118W.

the emporal orgkili ion indicated in the action sequence
..0 .. , 1

or may present inforMation about the actions in-a differep4

/order (texts one and two). Texts May aroVide inforMation

froth different points, of view (texts three and four).

Texts may render events with greater or 1 r detail:

can convey what characters actually said, giving the

i

of an on-the-spot drtmatization
eor they nsummarize

they

impression

whole

days or even years of events in A single sentence (texts

five and six). Similarly, they canlmake explicit mention

of all underlying action or leave some to be inferred.

The point, then; is that'gny particular text represents

not only a particular set of syntactic structures and vocabulary,

but also a particular temporal organization, causal structure,

narrative voice and level of explicit detail: It is the

'realization of these latter components or dimensions whicli.

1=-2
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c.
together constitute what we mean by the notion of narrative

rhetoric. Like syntactic-structure 4nd vodabUlary, thebe

components are fundamental to any narrative text. AS:

Booth has remarked, an "author cannot choose to avoid rhetorid;.

hecan only choose the kind of rhetoric he will employ."

1961, p 149)

For the mature writer, choice of any particular nar-

rative rhetoric is likely to depend on its flInction.

Skillpd writers are able tolexploitvarious narrative components

to achieve impressive effects. For example; such
-i. .

temporal Organizations as flashbacks or foreOadowings

can be used to generate suspense or curiosity. (See, discussions -'--
,- .

_- r . .

.

in Steinberg, 1978) SimiIarly,:narrative voice tan be

kmipulated to achieve irony or a desired philosophical

perspective.(See Booth, 1961) Causal frameworks can be

used to manipu, ate reader's empathy. ,A.pd level of detail

can provide im ortatt cues to text structure; (Steinberg)

But while skilled writers undoubtedly command a wide range

of rhetorical techniques and purposes, the skills of a

novice are likely to be far move limited; Forexamplei

the types.of temporal organizations available tomovicbas

may not include flashback or foreshadowing and this may

severely limit their ability to generate suspense ocuriosity.

Conversely, novices may construct fIshback or foreshadowing

sequences but may fail to exploit these for any disceimable

rhetorical purpose. Similarly, young writers may not be

-able to construct a narrative voice capable of irony or

1-3



.losophic speculation or, in

Complex voice ; may fail to use

.#1t4preseni we know very little about thy techniques and
4

141-130 6&'aViilabie,t0 young novices and the present

research has been4desighed to provide much needed information

about their range and compleicity.

s.

constfucting a suitably

fOr such finictions.
*,

Our basic strategy, has been to analyze rhetorical

properties of children's writings and as a result, we will

have more to say about the range and complexity of children's

techniques than we will abut the functions and purposes

which may underly their use. For a skilled writer,, there

is no question that realizations of various narrative components

are largely a product of deliberate planning. (Flower &

Hayes, 1980) For a young novice, however, planning is

apt to be rudimentary, often amounting to no more than

tan intention to "write a story." How an inchoate plan

can result in _a coherent, even compelling set of realizations

is an important question which will remain largely unexplored

in our present work. We will, however, be able to chart

certain changes in the nature of children's realizations

and if we cannot know a child's intended purpose,

we can at least notice' similarities between particular realizations

(e.g., flashbacks and foreshadowings) and the

purposes of skilled adults (e.g., to enerate curiosity or

suspense).

Our data come from two sets of texts. The first,

analyzed in Chapters Two through Seven was collected in

1=4
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1978 -79 as part of a s

children's narratives.

Miller, Bartlett, Hirt

in press. 'The second,

lected in 1981-82 in c

In berth cases, our met

udy of referring expreStions in

ResuIts'of that work areireported in

1982; Bartlett, 1981; Bartlett,_

analyzed in Chapter Eight, was. col -:

nneCtion With the present research.

odOlogy enabled us to control for

many featOrd8 of story content while leaving chiictien't

use of narrative rhetoric free to vary. This approach
/

allowed us to chart. =rtain age-related-differences in

rhetoric in sxperimen al situations where all subjects

attempt to encode th same set of narrative events.

The research it elf consists of four separate sets

of studies, each int hded to address somewhat different

questions concernin

which involves rhet

4
rhetor

ric

evtIopment. The first,

sis of-stories written,

by children in grass three through eight, chartt age-
.

related changes in hil,dren s realizationiOf Certain fundamental

narrative component-: changes in level of narrative detail

(especially changes in.chlldren's use of dramatization and

summary text); changes in the temporal organization ot

expository informat on(especially as these mirror adu

suspense-generatpg techniques); and changes'in causal

structure. This Wo k pretented in Chapters Two through

Six. In .Chapter even we examine questions concerning

the relation betw en rhetorical complexity and other tdx.E

and subject vari les: for example, relations between various

measures of rhetOrical complexity, story length and story

content as'well as Telatione among these and such subject

1=5
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variables as gender, grade AveI, reading level, and editing

skill. One purpose of this work is t4 'determine the extent.

to whichgrowth in rhetoric cap be 'differentiated from other

aspects of children's deVeloiVing literacy: Another is to

determine the extent to whack various rhetoriCal features

remain constant from one writing session to the next:-;'

In a third series of studies, describqd in Chapter Eight,

we examine 'children's ability to maintain a Consistent
A 4

narrative voice under A of varying,complexity.

Our purpose here As -6 miile the effects of different

situational; constraint- (including voice and content con-

straints) on'thetcoherence and complexity of narratives

written ipy children in grades -three through.six. Finally,

in Chapter Nine, we 'descrihp a fourth study in which we

examine ibird through%sixth graders'. skill. in:detecting

and correcting certain common r oricaIlinconsistencies

involving temporal organization, narrative voice and p
,

ation of expository infAmation.

1
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Examples'

Action

Table 1.1

f narrative rhetoric

1) X is ice akating on a pond

2) The ice gives way crisis

'3) X: sinks into the water crisis

4) Y puns X of the water resolution

MaPping onto- story struckure

setting :

Text i John was skating on a pond. Suddenly the

ice gave way. John fell into the icy water. Mike

4pulled Joh out of theN/ater.

7:
Text 2 Now John was safe. But moments before he had been

immersed in icy water. It all started when he decided to

skating on a frozen pond., All had gone well until suddenly,

the ice had given way and John found himself plunging

into icy water...

Text 3 It was a cold day. at Fishers Pond. John and his

friends had been skating on the pond for quite some time.

All at once there was a terrible cracking sound and John

found himself plunging into icx water. He was scared.

He called for

Text 4 It Was a cold day atFishers Pond. Mike and his

friends had been skating on the .pond for quite some

Suddenly, Mike remembered that he had l t the hockey sticks

at the edge of the water. He was racAg get them when

all at: once he heard a cry for help. What could it

He looked all-around. He heard the cry again. Then he

aw a dark head and arms waving wildly. It was John.it

w s John. He had fallen through the ice... .



Table 1.1

(con4.)

Text 5 Once two boys went skating.on a frozen Pond..,

One of them fell into the icy water. The other pulled
im,out. Then they went home to get warm.

1

Text 6 Once two boys went skating on a frozen pond.

Their names were John and Mike. T13pre was'a cracking

and'aII of a sudden John fell in. He screamed out,
"Help, help!" Mike came skating as fast as he could.

At first he didn't know what to do. Then he had ax idea.

He ran to the closest tree and pulled off a branch.....

V
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STORY

SETTING EVENri,

CRISIS RESOLUTION

Figure 1.1 Abstract structure of. simple story



Chapter Two: The 1978-79 Corp4s

Texts in this corpus were collected from children in

grades three through eight in four New York City public

schools. Altogether 1335 stories were collected from 7'03

children in 22 differen:t classes. (Table 2.1)

Most children in the study produced two or,three stories

under Several different elicitation conditions. The stories

to be analyzed here were written about events pictured in

two semen -panel cartoons., one about a boy skater who falls

through t e in a pond arid is rescued by two friends and

the other about a girl who drifts out to sea in a dinghy

and is also rescued by two friends. The eliciting cartoons

are reproduced in Appendix A.

Instructio s to the children emphasized that they were

to write storie . Children were encouraged to conceptualize

the figures in.the drawings as story characters and to include

in their stori s events'that might have happened prior to

and after the vents, in the cartoons. Ipstructions for

the skating stries are reproduced in Table 2.2. Intructions

for the boating stories were similar.

Stories were elicited by research assistants who worked

with intact classrooms. In most cases, the teacher was also

pres;nt, although'she did not participate in the story elicitation.

In this study we did not record the amount of title that children

in each class spent writing, but times are probably comparable

to those reported for the 1981-82 corpus, Chapter Eight.

2=1
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S.
Stories w*e written on separate days spout a week apart.

One week prior to the cartoon elicitations, many-children

a lso::wrote::a-third.- ba-seline, s-tory:5- by_.means 7 21

sihipleoperbal_story-starter. Laseline elicitation procedures

are reproduced in Appendix A. Many children also participated

.in an editing task administered one week after the writing

tasks. This is described in Miller, Bartlett & Hirst, 1982.

T4 data were originally collected as part of a study of

anaphoric reference. Results ofthat study have been reported

in Bartlett, in press; BaXett, 1981; Miller, Bartlett &

Hirst, 1982, and will not be recapitulated here. However,

we might note that the design of that study required that

we compare writings of children judged by their teachers to

be above- and below-average in current writing skill. Judgments

of writing skill were obtained from the individual classroom

teachers by research assistants who asked teachers to rate

each child on A three -point scale as being,below-average,

average or above-average "in current writing ability, as compared

with other children'in the .same grade." Teachers were encouraged

to make their #judgments "using 'the criteri'a that are durrenily

used when c dren's wok is evaluated for report cards."

Teacher ratings are available for all participating children

and are used as subject variables in the research described

in Chapter Seven. Additionally, to insure that children

were at least roughly comparable in other literacy skills,

the sample included only children who were reading on grade

level or above according to each childJs most recent standardized

reading score or, where a score was not available, according

to ttle classroom teacher's judgment. These reading scores

2=2



are also used as subject

in Chapter Seven.

variables in the research described-

The-original design called for a sample ofaabove- and
4

below-average writers in each of grades three through eight.

However, we were able to find only a handful Of sUbjedts

in grades three, four and eight who, though reading on krade

level, were judged to be below-average in writing. Moreover,

it was only at the sixth grade level that we were able to

obtain the full number of below-average writers (N=20) stipulated

in. our original design. By and large, poor writing tended

to be associated with poor reading and as a result, relatively

few stories from eligible below-average writers were obtained

In all, 398 completed skating stories and425 completfad boating:

stories were obtained from a total of 459 subjects with,

appropriate reading, scores. The total. corpus 4s presented-

in Table-2.3.

Characteristics of the corpus

1. Length As can be seen from Table 2.4 older subjects

produced longer stories and at each grade level, more Skilled
P

writers produced longer texts than their less skilled classmates.

Moreover, the mean length of children's stories seems to be

about the same froth one production to the next. The one

exception to, this overall trend arethe eighth grade stories

which are considerably shorter than those produced by seventh
I

graders. Two factors may account for this. First, the cartoons

may have been i appropriate for children at this grade level.

1 2=3



Evidence for this comes from the fact that aThumber of eighth

graders(bUt not children at dther_grades) produced parodies

of our cartoons (e,g" characters.drowned at:the end). Moreover,

the research assistants found these classes more difficult

than others to motivate and control during the writing sessions.

Second, it is alsBthe case that our seventh graders seemed

both exceptionally well-motivated and highly skilled. All
(

'h the same teacher for English, a woman who was known in

the school .for her interest in writng, and her influence

may well be reflected in increased fluency among seventh.

grade writers.

2. Narrative voice Texts in our corpus were constructed

according to three basic narrative voice patterns: first

person, third person and all-dialogue narrations. (See examples,

Table 2.5) _Table 2.6 shows the percentage of children at

each grade level using 'each.pattern. As can be seen most

children adopted a third person narrative voice in retponse

to the cartoon elicitation, although at each grade level there

were children who used other strategies. Since stories in

our corpus were elicited by cartoon; it can be argued that the

diStrilion of narrative voice patterns is a function of our

elicitation procedures, particularlir that children's production

of all=dialogue stories might represent an attempt to

provide the text that usually appears in comic strip balloOns.

Comparison of data from cartoon and verbal baseline elicitation

procedures, however, shows no change in*children's use of

all-dialogue stories. The data do show .however, an increase

in children'suse of first person narratives.

2-4



N 0

. Verb tense Although children:could have told

_their stories in present-as well as past tense narration,
. _

very few did so .and of these; most involved he prese t

tense of direct quotation as seen in the al dialog stories..

(See.Table 2.7)

The Rhetoric Sample

Samples for our rhetoric research were selected from

the total corpus according to several criteria. Since our

primary purpose was to study the development of narrative,

rhetoric, it seemed important to limit ourselves to texts
.

which made use of the same basic rhetoricWstrategy. Since

third person past tense na 4tions were by far the most common,

it seemed sensible t focue_on.these... Since we also wished

to study changes in rhetoric independent of changes in

children's ability to construct plot, it seemed important

to limit ourselves to texts which made use of a ,common event

structure. Thus we limited our analyses to texts in which

children actually followed the event, structure portrayed

in the two cartoons. Table 2.8 shows the number and percentage

of total stories included at each grade and skill

It should be emphasized that this sample does not conform.

t9 a repeated measures design: while many children contributed

two stories, about twenty percent of the boating and skating

stories come from.independent samples. In those cases where

our research required repeated measures, a subset of the total

sample was drawn. This subset is described in Table 2.9.

2-5
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Table 2..1

Number of subjects and 'classes per grade

_Grade' Classes Subjects

3 4 117

4 4 123

5 5 157

6 3 102

7 3 108

8 3 96



STable 2.2

Instructions: Ice skating cartoon

Explain: "Here is a cartoon. It tells about three boys

who are Out skating on the ice. I want you to write about

the people in the pictures. I ciOn't want you to describe

the pictures but to make a story out of what is happening

in the cartoon. Your story could beginbefore the firs't

picture and it could end after the lasi`one, but you should

include the action in the cartoon. Study the pictures.

Who-are these children? ..tAe they like children you know?.

What might they ite saying or thinking? What is happening

in the pictures? Can you identify all the things in the

A

pictures?"

If children have any questions about the props in the

pictures, be sure to help them out: there is a hockpy stick,

'a branch from a tree, a hole in the ice.: These are the

crucial props.

Conclude: "Try to make the cartoon come alive. Tell the

stogy in your own way."'

ii
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Table 2.3

The total corpus: total number of subjects in each category

Skating Stories ice.

14!

Bel-OW= Above-
Grade average Average .average

3 ). 4 i 16, 25

4 1 18 18

5 18' 47 26

6 26 46 19

7 15 .32 36

8 4 24 50

Grade

Boating Stories

Below=
_

average Average

3 4 18

4 2 20

17 46

26 32

7 20 29

1 20 -

Above -

average

23

17

28

18

35

42

4:



Table 2.4

Mean number of words per story

Average and Above-average stories combined

Grade Skating story Boating story

3 70.87 76.74

4 98.54 98.4

5 102:78 119.72

6 162.45 154.61

241.49 221.53

149.82 158.96

Above- and Below-average stories

Skating stories

'Grade Above-avprage BelOw=average

5 108.914 85.93

,6 162.21 f 131.56

7 259.06 165.61

Boating stories

Grade Above-average Below-average

5 ,119.87 104.4

163.07 134.19

265.23 170.38



Table 2.5 4

Examples df texts constructed acOording to the three

basic narrative voice patterns

Text 1 First person_narratio

Today me and my two, friends e-mily and carolyn went

to the beach When we got there, their was a rowboat. We

ate lunch and Carolyn ate her lunch in the rbwboat

When all at once the water pulled the rowboat out

in the water Carolyn was screaming. She didn't even have

any oars. She kept going out and out. emily and me didn't

know what to do We tried the oar to reach her; it didn't

work. -Until we aw rope: 3 throw the rope out and she

- got it.

We pulled her back to Shore after all that we were

all so shocked at what had happened we went home. We were

all happy that we got Carolyn back to shore. (6F)*

.Text _2_ Third personnarratpn

It was a February morning when Jack woke up. He got
_ c _ _

dressed and went down for breakfast. Jack thlught it would

4e nice if he could piay ice hockey on the frozen lake near

the park about 1 block away from Jack's house. So he called

up Para and Jim and asked them if they would like to play

ice hockey with him go they all met'at the lake and brpght

a'net and 3 hccckey'sticks. They put them on the side and

staged to ice skate regularly first. They were all gliding

and doing tricks whe .1 Jim fell into the ice and was stuck in
4

a hole. He was very upset. So Jack and PauI.ska-?ed to a tree
.

and pulled a branch off of it' and skated back to Jim and Jack

23
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Table 2.5

E co

who was behind. Paul gave one end of the branch to Jim

and Jack and Paul were at the other. end. When all of a sudden

the branch snaps'. and JaCk and Paul fell. When th6y got up.

they were/ feeling sorry for Jim. Jim said he was cold

%
and very stiff. .Jim knew that Jack and Paul would think of

something. And they did. JaCk and Paul vent and got one of

the hockey sticks. Jim didn't know what .was going on and

he started to cry. By now he was really scared andhe was

shaking from scardness and from being cold. When Jim saw

Paul and Jack coming with the hockey stick he Started to smile.

Again Jim took one end d Jack and Paul took. the oth r.

Jack was pullin aul and Paul was pulling Jim; Then finally

faith all their srength they got. Jim out of the hole and

they skated to where their stuff was and went home. Jack

invited everyone to his house% All day they played a nice

game of Monopoly. (6F)

Text 3 All dialogue'

Hey! Jim watch'it. If you keep skating like that your
tx-

liable,to hurt yourself or somebtdy else. Aw! Be quiet.

I can handle my self any day.. Do what ever want. Come
.

On Greg I'll play you one on one in.Ice hoCkey.,

Help; Oh great! 1.ie fell in the water. Boy! what

do we do now. Lets freak a branch off that tree! Come on!

SW000O8h8h8h! Pull as hard as youcan. Crack! Darn0 !_ It

6



Table 2.5

(dont.)

broke. Lets get that hocke

Phew! Ilm sticking with you g

stick. Pull on this Jiw.

from now on. (5M)

Numbers and letters in parentheses z dicate.grade and

gender of author. Children's spelling and punctuations

have been retained in these texts.

Pl



Table 2.6

Percentage of subjects using each narrative voice, pattern

at each grade level in eacil elicittion condition

Grade

3

7

8

Elicitation

type

First,

person

Third

persOn

All

dialogue Other

verbal 19.5. 77.1 0 2.4

cartoon1 2.2 86.7 7.8 .,.
-.,

3.3

verbal. 14.7 73.5 3.9 7.9
_

'cartoon 3.9 90.9 . 3.9 1.3

verbal 12.7 74.5 2.8 10.0

cartoon 8.8 79.1 - 9.35 2.75

verbal 21.9 74.2 2.1 '1.1

cartoon 7.25 7 87.6 1.65 2.8

verbal 27.2 55.4, 8.7 9.7

cartoon 11.7 67.75 3.7 .16.8

verbal 12.8 69.2 9.p 9.0

cartoon 1.9' 81.1 :7.7 9.25

1
Da=ta are averaged across both' cartoon conditions





Percentage- of subject6 using a past tense narration at

each grade level in each elicitation condition

Elicitation Percent
type past tense,

3 verbal ar 100

cartoon1 92.2

verbal 96.1

cartoon .946:1

verbal 95.4
("'cartoon 90.7

verbal 98.9
partoon 98.7

verbal 89.2

cartoon '91.2

verbal 91.0,
cartoon 92.3

Data are averaged abross both cartoon conditions
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Table 2.8

Number of subjects at each grade and skill level in the

narrative rhetoric sample

Skating stories

Grade
Below-

. .average
2

Average
Above-
average

3 0 16 (74)1 16 (82)

4 :ii 16 (95) 17 (87)

5 15 (83) 52 (80) 16 (62)

6 16 (62) 44 (85) 14 (74)

7 .1(87) 28 (66) 17 (69)

8 0. . 31 (85) 32 (89)

Boating stories

Grade

1-i -

Below-
average :-Average

Above-
average

3 0 5 (75) -16.-(82)

4 0 15 (85) 15 (87)

5 15 (88) 44 (81)x" 16 (67)

6 16 32 -(9.2) 14 (78)

7 '13 (65). 30 (73) 17 (72)

8 0 22 (95)\ 36 (93)

}Numbers in parentheses=percent of total number of stories
available at each grade and skill level 6



Table 2.9

Number of subjects at each grade and skill level in the

repeated measures narrative rhetoric sample

Grade
13elow-_
average Average

Above7
Average

a 0 14 14

4 6 13 -12

5 14 35 15

6 / 15. 437 13

7 10 22 12

8 0 21 27

2



Chapter Three: Pattern4'of dramatization in children's

narratives

Narratives occur at many different levels of detail. Nar-

ratives can occur as a sequence of generalized summary state-
.

ments, providing only the barest outline of events, For

example;

One day three boys were skating on a pond. 'Then the

.icecracked.and cineboy fell into the water. The other

two took a branch from a tree and tried to pull him out

Aut the branch broke.' Then they got a hockey. stick and

pulfed.him out. He was.cold but safe.

Narratives can also be realized in detail. Readels can

be told what the charecters actually said, how they felt,

what they thought, what they looked like, how they moved.

Most narratives emerge as some, mixture of the two

and-as a result its not unreasonable to view narrative

writing as a process of determining how information about

characters and events is to be realized - which parts are to

be summarized and which rendered infclOse. detail.

Many theorists have speculated about the rhetorical function

of writers' choices. Steinberg, 1978, for example, has argued

that amount of detail provides readers with XmOortant cues

to text struCture. Arguing that 'readers ape'extremely

sensitive to patterns of relative quantity in text, he has

gone on-to claim that readers identify protagonists and

critical events by the amount of detail with which they are

depicted. The more text devoted to e particular character

or event, the more crucial each is likely to seem. 4thers

(e.g., Gennette, 1980; Todorov,. 1977.

3 -I
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argued that level of detail often deteriiiines readers' emotional

response to text. For example,' they have argued that detailed

accounts (especially those that portray characters' actual
0

langdage and thoughts) are likely tobe int &rpreted as

representing events from some dramatized, on-going fiotive

"now" and as a result, are likely to elicit from readers

a heightened sense of participation and emotional commitment.

How-to books for fiction writers also stress the emotional

impact of dramatized, text, advising novices that readers

prefer action to explanation and reminding them that most

current popular fiction writers take advantage of this by

starting off with a di,amatized passage, often at a point

where crucial action is already well underway.(Cassill, 1975;

Burnett 6 Burnett, 1975; Hills, 1977)
k

Given the rhetoricaL importance currently imputed to

writers' choices, we were curious to know how such choices

would be handled in children's narrative texts. Would their

texts reveal differences in level of detail? Would children

use direct quotatiOn or other features of dramatization

and if so, where? What rhetorical functions might these=

devices perform? Wolad summary descriptions be used as

well? Would children (like adult writers of popular fiction)

attempttograbreader'attention by beginning their
. .

texts with dramatization? Or would they follow the form

of more traditional folktales, beginning their stories

.with summary descriptions of the settings or circumstances

in which future action will occur?

3-2 :ji



These questions were pursued in a number of dif-,

ferenit analyses.- As afirst step, it seemed useful simply

4r to determine the extent to which children made use of

dramatization in their narration of events. Although

dramatization might be indexed by a number of different

text features (!.1g., detailed description of characters'

thoughts and fee'lings as well as their actions), we decided

to measure only one: children's use of direct quotation.

Two coders working independently examined each text

in the 1978-79 rhetorical sample for instances of direct

quotation. Since many children in our study were poor

punctuators, we decided to count as a quotation not only

segments that were actually bounded by quotation marks,

but also segments accompanied by some explicit indication

that an.utterance had occured (e.g., language such as he

(II1V) said, -cried2 screamed, etc.) regardless of how the

segment was actually punctuated. Amount of quotation was

calculated in terms of conversational "turns. ". A "turn"

was defined as-a segment of speech uttered by a single-

character (or several chAractert speaking in unison) 4nd

uninterrupted by the speech of another. A single turn might

thus be presented in several segments, interspersed between

descriptions of characters' actions, provided only that

the speech was uninterrupted by speech of another. Single

turns might range from a single word to several sentences.

Details of the coding scheme are presented in Appendix B

together with intercoder reliabilities. For the most part,
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these were quite high, ranging from 92% to 100% depending

on type of text.

Table 3.1 shows the percentage of children at each

grade level who produced at least onequotational turn per

text. As can be seen, the use of quotation increases through-

out the early grades, peaking wt.-the seventh grade and falling

off ,,somewhat ins thy- eighth grade sample.

If we exami e where the. first quotational turn occurs,

we -find that wit_ younger subjects (grades 3-5) the first

turn tends to occur at what we call the point of crisis

(which, for the skating stories, occurs when the boy falls

through the iceand for the boating stories, when the girl

drifts out to sea). (See Table 3.0) Thus, if chiliren in

these grades moduce quotes at'all, they produce them at

the point of drisis but not before. The data do show a

Surprising decrease in the percentage of sixth, seventh,

and eighth graders using Vhis pattern. This decreage does

not reflect a general failure to use quotations; however,

since theeperceniage of children actually using quotes remains

virtually the same in the'fifth and sixth grade groups

(see Table 3:1). Instead, the data indicate that at about

sixth grade, there appears'to be a shift in the use of

quotations, with quotaiions occuring more frequently in

the early, pre-crisis portions of text. (See Table 3.3)

Moreover, analyses of variance show that the change in pattern

is, statistically reliable. As can be'seen in Table 3.4,

although the are no main effects for'text segment. (place

4



at hich quotational turns occur), there are highly significant

grade x segment interactions for both boating and skating

stories, with the means in Table 3.4 showing the expedted

increase at sixth grade in the use of quotations in pre-crisis

text.,

These results indicate that younger and older children

may be adopting somewhat different narrative strategies(

with younger children tending to postpone use of direct

quotationeintil they have reached the point of crisis in

their texts and older chi tending to use quotation

much earlier (and perhaps from the very beginning). This

suggests that for younger chiren,at least, the point of

crisis may have been an important point of narrative transition.

Xbr one thing, it may have been a point of strategic transition,

where children switch. from a generalized,.summary rendering

of events to a detailld realization. It may also have marked

a point of temporal transition, where Children switch

from a desceiption of habitual circumstances and activities rt

that provide a scene-setting framework for the story to

a description of the events which are unique to the story'
k

and hence form le basis of its action. There aresevehal

reasons why transitions might be likely at this point.

FOr one thing, if children are following a traditional model

of simple story structure (as described in recent story

grammars), they would have conceptualized their,tdsk in

terms of a two-phase compositioA, requiring both an initial

segment of introductory, scene-setting material and a

.subsequent segment that portrays a pilique sequence of

events. (See Figure 1, Chapter One) Since almost all of the

pictures in our cartoon sequences depicted the accident and
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its.immediate consequences,, it would be only natural for

children to take this as constituting the.unique sequence

of events required by such a model. That all children may

nbt have followed such a model is suggested by the data in

Tables 3.l to 3.4. For example, data in Table 3.1 show

that not all children used direct quotations, which suggests

that some texts may not have exhibited changes .in level of

detail that might mark a transition from scene-setting to

' portriyal of unique action. Also, data in Tables 3.3 and

3.4 suggegt that if such changes occur at all in the texts

of older children, they occur prior to the actual onset of

the accident.

Transitions from scene-setting to portrayal of

uniqpe action were investigated in another series of

analyses* de.signed t6 extnd the results.of our'study of

direct quotation. These analyses focused on text at the ,

point oI crisis (the onset of the accident) and were intended

to show whether this marked a point of transition between

scene-setting description and portrayal of unique action.
4

5.

As one index of such a transition, we measured children's
4
) i @

. ,

use of three text features which together seemed to provide
, .

-'.
,

a rtasonable in4ex of level of detail: 1) use of direct

}quotation; 2) information abolit characters'' thoughts and

feelings; 3) use of action verbs which contain as part of

, . /4
their meaning notions of fear, hasie* urgency or some other

emotion that,wouldbe plausible in reaponse to the accident

(e.g.,rushedror snatched as opposed to went or took).

(The complete coding system is described in. Appendix

3-6
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Two coders working independently analyzed Sachttext

for the presence or absence of any of these features at

the point of crisis and in precrisis text. Overall, the

intercodei. reliability was 90% with reliabilities for each

of the features at each of the grade levels varying from

83% to 100% (See Appendix B).

Results indicate that as children get older, they are

more likely to adopt some or.,aIl of thesk features at the

point of crisis. However, as can be seen in Table 3:5,

a sizeable percentage of the children at the third and

fourth grade levels.profluced texts in which none of these

features occur. Examples of these texts appearAn Table

3.6, part one. As can be seen, both pre Viand pOit-ci4isis

portions of text seem to realiied ata fairly generalized

level of detail. Moreover', 'as'can'be seen in Table 3.5,

when youn r children do use .these features, thej.eatures

are ,more

__ For examp

ikely to be used singly than In combination.

children may use no more than a single quotation

,or.one brief ntence telling how a character felt, providing

at best only a very subtle incr ase in detail. (See Table

3.6, part two) Finally# as data in Table 3.7 show,

these featui.es are not likely to aepedr in the pre-crisis

portions of the y ounger children's texts, but only begin

to appear here at about thesikth grade level. This is

consistent with data reported in Tables 3.2.and 3..3 and

suggests that for childrenUn grades three through. (abOui).

five, ,the ioint of crisiS does seem to'mark'a transition

from summal.ized to detailed text._
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As a second index .of transition from scene-setting

toportrayal of unique action at the, poihtof crrgis,ewe

examined temporal features of children's texts. .We measured

two: 1.) children's use of those verb tenses which indicate

habitual as opposed to punctual. or unique action (past or

present progressives vs. simple pasts or presents); and 2)

children's use of adverbials that indiaate sudden onset

(e.g., suddenly, all at once). (See Appendix B) Once

again, two coders independently coded each text, with

reliabilities that averaged between 90% and 100%, depending'

on type of feature.

As cgn be seen in Table 3.8 different patterns of

use occur. Among our youngest subjects, e find a tendency

to switch verb tenses, at the point of crisis but little use

of an adverbial to mark the notion of sudden onset.(See

example, Table'3.6, part one ) As children get older,

the use of an adverbial increases. However, at about

sixth grade, there is less tendency_for children to switch

tenses at the point of crisis: here the majority of children

use simple past tense throughout. (See example Table 3.6,

part four) .

Taken together thete analyses support thtliOtion that
.

older and younger writers 'May be adapting soMewhat different
'J

narrative strategies. The evidenbe suggests that for younger

children, the point of crisis does mark a point of narrative

transition, where children switch from a generalized

of events to a more detailed realization and from verbs

3 -8
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indicating habitual activity to verbs that describe unique
7

it

eVente. :the resulting.texts tend to conform to the story

'`'model' desoribed by current ,story grammaTs (See ,Figure, 1,
J

, .. .

Chaptet One)e.By contrast, textt= cif older children are more

z 'c.

.

A

likely .to omit ean initial segment Of generallzed summary
.;

t. ;4.'
.

. #
A,

' '
0 .:^ancl. to start right -off wirl Unire action narrated irr

, P
4 A X.

ccindideraPle detail. 'FOr,these subjects, then, level of

realitatign and tetporal orginization tends to be fairly

e

a, *#

uniform throughout and apart from an adverbial to indicate
,

sudden onset,, there' may be little change in narrative

strategSc at tie point of crisis. The resulting texts tend

to conform mord to a model of popuIar model fiction withi,ts in' media res_peginning. (See descriptions in such

cptrent how-to books as qassiII, 1975; Burnett & Burnett,

19754 Hills, 1977; as well as discussions in Steinberg,. 1978.)
,

Finally, we might note that' texts of our very youngest subjects
. . 4

_.

.,iend to provide ;oily a minimal transition at the point of

crisis. For w114e these .texts generally exhibit a change

In tense at ,the: ilOint of crisis (Table 3.8) , many fail

elthibit. any dhange *In the level of detail (Table 3.7) ,

maintaining a fairly generalizeOummary description of

.

%
A

`events throughout. Moreover, as the data in Table

3.6 show, the development of dramatization skills may be

fairly subtle, with children initially using only one or

two feature At t'he point of crisis
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Analyses of variance generally confirm the statistical.

reliability of these findings. FOr example, in one set

of analyses we examined chibitren's u of the( following

dramatization features at the point o crisis: direct quotation;

information aboUt Characters' thoughts and feelings; verbs

indicating haste or urgendce;,and adverbials indicating sudden

onset. Texts were scored acpording to the total,number of

different features, with scores ranging from 0. (use of no

features) to 4 (use of all four).
a

In one of theset,nalysesi

we compared texts of those average and above-average writers

in grades three through eight who prpduced both skating

and boatilg stories. A repeated measures anal is of

co-variance was used with story type as the repeated Measure

andinumber of words per text as the co-variate. As can be

seeeln Table 3.9, the analysis revealed a highly significant

main effect for grade, but none fo story type. In a similar

analysis, we compared texts of children judged by the'ir

teachers to be below- and above-average in current writing

skill. Here we find a significant.main effect for level but

again no effedt for story type. The lack of main'effect

for story type is important since it suggests that children's

use of the'; features'may reflect the use of narrative

strategies which are, fairly stable from one composition .

to another (at least within the three-week time span of our

research) and points once again to the,possibility that children
-

,may be making use of fairly stable story models in composing

these texts.

3-10
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By contrast4:although the number ofdifferent features-.
I

remained fairly constant from one writing session to the

next, theactual choice of feature as well as its particular

realization seemed to vary, depending on the particular

story-cont4ent. For example while direct quotation was

used at the.point of crisie4?y a large numbel, of subfects
4in both writing sessions, quotations were nonetheless more

likely to occur in the boating than the skating stories.

By contrast, the skating stimuli tended to elicit a greater

percentage of verbs of haste and urgency as welJas a slightly

greater use of adverbials to indicate sudden onset. (lkiaes

3.10, 3.11, 3.12) More generally, the data show a somewhat

diversified use of these features in the skating stories:

for while direct quotation was by far the most likely

feature to. occur: in the boating texts, the skating texts

were equally likely to make use of adverbials and verbs of

haste and urgency.

Moreover, the realization of these features also

differed, dependink on; the story.' For example, whiie a

direct quotation in the boating story was less likely-to be

!alized as an utterance by either of the, tyo rescuers,

quotatioy.n the skating story was about as'likely to come

from the rescuers as from the victim. This trena.was also

observed in the realization of characters' inneit thoughts

as well as ver s describing their movements. (Table 3.13)

Overal en, the data indicate the presence.of fairly

stable narrative strategies (perhaps based On stable mOdels
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of story structure) which, dictate, if and where dramatization

IS likely to occur: lipw these strategic decisions are actually

implemented, however, appears to depend'on the particular

characters and events.

These results no doubt depend to a certain extent

on the particular conditions and -stimuli used in our experiment.

'For example, had our stimuli portrayed characters and events
f

associated with traditional tales (e.g., kings, princes,

witches,etc.) we most likley would have obtained many more

texts from older subjects that conformed to the simple story

model. More generally, we tight expect that older children

would be able to draw on a wider range.of story models

and that for them,choice of narrative strategy may dtpend

in large part on its perceived suitability to story content.

We would expect, however, that younger children would have

access to a more restricted range of models and as a result,

their choice of strategy.wouId tend to ignore content.

e-.

I

<, \

FinaLly, we Might note that while certain writing decisi9ns

may have certain effects 'on readers' irreerpretations of text',

4p-writers need not have foreseen or intended these effects
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47,

...during composition. For example, shifts in level .of

detail can serve as major cues to story structure (e.g., -

a shift to greater detail may function to signal the onset

of a
yis).

But while readers may interpret these features

in this way, writers need not have explicitly intended stick

interpretations. Young writers may produce an increase

in- detail not because they wish to indicate the presence

of a crisis but because of their own respcinse to a particular

turn of. events: ,For.example, level of'detail may be increased

at a'given point in. response to a writer's own interest

in the developing action without any regard for possible

reader reactions or rhetorical effect.

At present, is unclear to what extent presence or

absehde of certain featiares, in children' s texts implies a
z

regard for rhetoi4ical.' plan. or 'function.) Urii-fo-firdit-y across

writing tasks spggests a certain stability in children's
,

approache to narrative whiting,,whiting,, but does not tell us 17
._:_._ '14;children have actually conceptualized the/task. We Wilt

. . ,e

want to argue on-the basis ogdata presented in the;Okt
-;

chapter that older children may have begun to conceptualize

their wri
4

, r t.

g terms of-rhetorical alternatives- particularly

alterhatAtagy0 of conveying important expository information.

However, it is unclear to what extent the patterns of

dramatilatIon observe-here are part of writers' deliberate

r14,toripa154/annilli:
r
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Table 3.1

Percentage of subjects at each grade level producing

t least one quotational turn

boating stories combined)

Grade level

3 27%

47%

5 60.5%

6 66%

7 87%

66;75%

per text (skating and



TabIeA.2

Percentage of those subjects Who.produced quotational

turns whose first quotatiOnal turn appears at the point

of crisis (skating and boating stories combined)

Grade level

3 61%

68%

184%

6 28%

7 13.5%

36*

0.



Tople 3.3

Percentage of those subjects who produced quotational

turns whose first quotational turn appears prior to the

point of crisis (skating and boating stories combined)

Grade level

3 11%

4 20%

5 26%

48%

-I.

53%



Table 3.4

Analysis of co-variance, quotational turns (number( of WordS

per text as'co-variate)

Skating stories

Varible Mean square -f score d;f: probability

Grade ; 2.35 3.18 :i292 .008
'i'

Text segment .38 1.1 1,293 n.s.

\_ q
__

Grade x seg. 1.82 5.24 5,293 .0001

MeanS

`Grade level

3 5 6 7 8

Pre-crisis text .31 .42 .36 .44 .88 .49

Crisis text; .36 .85 .68 .21 .62 .47

t

Boating stories

Variable Mean square fscore d.f. probability

Grade 1.58 2.08 5,280 n.s.

Text segment .99 2.49 1,281 n.s.

Grade x seg. 3.04 7.67 5,281 .0001

4"--,---)

Means

Grade level

3 4 5 6 7 8

Pre-crisis text .41 .34 .42 .59 1:09 .54

Crisis text .74 .66 .86 .34 .6;7 .64
4



Table 3.5

Percentage of subjects at each grade level producing

features associated with detailid description at the

poineof crisis (skating and boating stories combined)

Grade 0 features 1 feature more than 1

3 49%, 27% 24%

4 24% 30% 46%

5 16.5% 36%, 47.5%

6 16 2;7%. .57%

7 05% 90%

8 09% 74%

feature



Table 3.6

Examples of texts that portray the crisis with varying

amounts of. dramatic -detail 2

PartOne:_Generalized crisis-description

Once upon a time three boys went ice

names wher Jon and Pual and Tom.

skating and there

They all went ice skating then Jon_fell in ice jater.

then Tom took a branch from a tree then Jon grabed it

then it broke in half.... (3F)*

Part Two: Texts showing a single dram is detail at the

point of crisis

Text 1 Once upon a time there were three boys. One of the

--Ibys name was Tommy and Donny and Steve. They went iceskating

in the country. They came to the iceSkating place. They

played hockey. Then o;te boy fell into the ice. He shouded

help. The other two boys took a stick.... (3M)

4%;

Text-2 One day Jason, Jessee and Steven went skating in

central park. They were realey earley so no one else was

there. Jason did a trick and theicebroke. .Stevenand Jessee

were panacked. They broke off a'branCh and handed it to him....(5M)

Text -3 One day Jim Roger and Booler they: were skating on

the ice. suddenly- Jim fell in_the ice Boomer and Roger went

to get a branch.... (4M)



Table 3.6

(cont.)

Part Three: Text showing multiPle-dramatic details after

the point of _crisis-

One day John, Steve and Bill were ice skating. There

was a crack and all_ot_a_sudden_John fell-in. He screamed out,

"Help, help!" Steve and Hill came running, They didn't know

what to do. Then they had an idea. They ran to the closest

tree'.... (5M)

Part Four: Text howing multiple dramatic details pr oor
ik

the point of c is

One day-3 boys, Tom Mike and Kieth wanted to go skating

on -the lake so they got-their skates and went to the lakes

edge.

"Last one on the ice is a rotten egg," said Mike "everyone

encluded."

So they went on the ice and Tom was the last one

A"Ha, ha your the rotten egg Tom" said Kieth and Mike.

"I'll show you," said Tom.So he raced on the ice. Sridderay

there was a crack. Tom had fallen through_tbe ice. (6F)

*Numbers and letters in parentheses indiCate grad and gender

of author'. -Children's spellings and punctuations have been

retained. Italics arioours-and indicate where the point of

crisis occurs.
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Percentage of Mlbjebts at each grade level producing

features associated with detailed description in pre-crisis

portions of, text (skating and boating stories combined)

Grade at least one feature

3 08%

7

10%

15%

49%

61%

48%

vJ



Table 3i8

Percentage. of subjects at each grade level who switch tense

and use adverbials at the point of crisis (skating and

boating stories combined)

Grade

3

tense switch
A,

7,9%

sudden. onset
'adverbial

19i Ift

-64% 32%

68% 50%

47% '5i%

32$, 56%

48% 53%

Jy



Table 3.9

Repeated measures analysis of co- variance numbef of

di.amatization features at the point of cr sis (story type
I _

as repeated measure; number of %4ods per text asco-variate)

(N=225).

Mean squai,e' f score d.f. probability

Grade 3.9 3.8 5,218 .002

Story type 2;37 3.16 1,218 n.s.

Grad x type 6.47 .82 n.S.

MeannuMber of

Grade

3 1.29

4 1.47

5 1.90

1.58

163
1.76

features
1;,7



TAble 3.10

Percentage of subjects at each grade level who use dramatization

features at the point of crisis and whose dge includes at

least one direCt quotation

Grade

3

8

Skating story Boating Story

30 83

68 64

63 79

42 '81

74

56r 92

N)'
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Table 3.11

Percentage of subjects at each grade,level who use

dramatization features at the poirit'Of crisis and-Whose

use includes at least one verb indicating haste or urgpney

6

,,-

,,,f1 ,

Skating story BO-ating story

38% .,. 9%

36% 10%

e

37$ 23%
4

40%

46%

52%

0;'

28%

42% :

A.

.4

0





Table 3.12:

Percentage of subjects at each grade level who usg.

dramatization features at 11erpoi,ht of crisis: and Whode
, .

use includes an'adverbial to indicate suddeh onset'

Grade Skating story Boating story

3 50% 35%

it 43% 35%

5 60% 58%

6 69% 50%

7 49% 34%

8 54% 43%



Table 3.13

Percentage of subjects at each grada,level who use

dramatizatiOn features at the point of criois and whose

use involves a description of victim's or rescuers'
K

speech, feelings or movements

Skating stories
4

Grade fir; Victim Rescuer Victim and ,.rescuer "':

3 25% 50% 0%

4 35% 21% 30%.

35% 28% 28%

6 23% 33% 18%

7 27% 25% 39%

8 24% 30% 36%

Boating.stOiaes

Grade

3 61%. 0% 11%

4 53 05%
41'

10%

5 58% 07% 0%

6 88% 05% 28%

42% 10% 47%

51% 08% 37%

56



Chapter Four: How writers tell readers that the ice is

-thin: a case study of narrative exposition

411P

Narratives are both current action and background

exposition. At any given point, there is the action of

the fictive "now" and the background condiiions and setting

in which that action occurs. \Writing narratives is in part

a matter of deciding how to distribute information between

itie two: what to depict as expOsition, what as foregtounded

immediate aotionand how to interleave the two.

Many thgoiSt$ 'have speculated about the rhetorical

function of various patternings of action and exposition.,

Steinberg , 197.8, Todorov, 1977, Gennene, 1980, and others

have observed the effects of different arrangements on

readers' emotional response {fib text. For example, Steinberg,

1978, has noted that authors sometimes generate feelings of

suspense.or curiosity depending on ho0 they introduce

background information. If writers introduce-neformasLon

without explaining its precise significance and if, jn the

context, readers can construe such information as bearing

on the welfare of the character, then readers are likely

to do so and to feeI hope or fearldepending on the most

aikeliconstrual. (Olson, Mack 6 Duffy, 1981) Thus for

example, if the young writers of our skating stories mention

that the day is getting warmer or that 6110iceis getting

thinner, their readers may well construe this to mean that -

the Skaters are in danger and may begin to: feel some anxiety

concerning their safety.



Theorists have also noted the role of "voice" in narrative

structure, describing a number of complex relations between

teaders' interpretation's of background information

and the "voice" in Tich that information is conveyed.

(Booth, 196,1; Bruce, 1981) Thus, for example, backgr'eund

information canabe directly conveyed in the voice of an

(implied) author or narrator, appearing as a straightforward

piece of expository description. Or it can be-conveyed
,1.

more indirectly, perhaps within the conventions of an on-going

drgmatization, embedded in dialogue or in s me character

innei, speech. The information may also have a fairly complex

relation to the plot perhaps being known to some (but not

all) characters or to none.

Given the potential for complexity in adult narratives,

we were curious to know the extent to which'any of that

potential would be realized in the texts of children.

To be sure, we would not expect them to exhibit the full range

of adult possibilities. Nonetheless-we might expect

our older subjects to attempt some of the more compleX

arrangements of background material. For example, while

we might expect younger children to present expository

material straightforwardly, in the voice of an authbr or

ator, we might expect older children to begin to attempt

some-of the more indirect presentations, perhaps conveying

information through dialogue- or inner speech. Similarly,

we might expect older children to portray-more complex

4-2



relations between characters' access to background information

and subsequent events. Finally, we might also expect older

children to attempt to introduce backgroundpinformation

in ways that might begin to serve certain rhetorical functions,

e.g., to generate curiosity or suspense.

These aspects of narrative exposition were investigated

in several analyses, to be described below. However,

before we_go to to describe these studies in detail, if

is important to point out that expository features of the

texts in our corpus were almost entirely uncontrolled.

For While cartoon-stimuli dictated characters' activities,

they conveyed very little information'ab ut background
)1

circumstances. In the boating cartoon, for example, we

see that a child is in a small boat but are given no

informatIon as to why or why the boat su sequently makes

its wayi.oarIessipinto deep water. Simi' -arty, in the skating.,.

cartoon, we see that a skater has fallen through the ice,

but we *nett know whether the ice was particularly thin,

hqw it came to be thin, or whether the characters had been

warned about 1 3 dangerous condition . The stimuli left

our writers free to add asmuch or as little background

information as they wished and as a result, the amount

and 'type of expository detail in children's texts varied

widely, .ttlb Uds-uAfort ate since we wished to investigate

expository strategies Lx situations where amount and type
A

of expository inforMktion were at least roughly comparable

4-3
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across compositions. In an attempt to exert at least some

post hoc control over variation in content, we thought

it best to limit our analyses to some single pie of

expository information, preferably one which was included

by at least half the children at each gi4de Idvel. Analyses

of expository content in both boating and skating Stories
1

showed that- thesingle most frequen ly included piece of

expository information was information concerning the state

of the ice in the skating story prior to the accident.

As can be seen in Table 4.1, this was included by at least

half the children at all but the third grads level. Given

its frequency, we decided to focus our analyses on this

piece of exposition.

Almost invariably, if information about the state of

the ice was included, it occured in the pre - crisis portion

of a text. For younger children, (grades 3-5) thig generally

meant that the information occured in introductory descriptive

portions of the'text where dramatization not yet occured

and where text consisted mostly of a generalized. expository

summary, conveyed in the voice of an (implied) author.

(See Chapter Thime) (aee examples one and two, Table 4.2)

For many older children, however, the information was

conveyed in portions of text where dramatization had

already beenestablished and where background information

could therefore be conveyed either as expository description,

in the author's voice, or within the conventions of the

dramatization, as diaIogte or inner speech. (See examples
-11F-

4-4
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three through six, Table 4.2) In our first analysis, we

examined the strategy adopted by these older subjects:

did they integrate background information into the con-

ventions of the on-going dramatization or did they present

it as narrated description?

Data for this analysis came from all skating texts

which provided explicit information alout the state of

the ice and in which direct quotation or inner speech occured

prior to the crisis. Two coders, working independently,

examined each text in the 1978=79 rhetoric corpus containing

pre=crisis dramatization to idetermine if i* contained ex

plcit information ;tout the state of the ice and whether

that information appeared in a.esegment of direct 4uotation

or inner speech. Intercoder reIiabilitie6 were high: 92%

for identification of appropriate, information and 95% for

identification of direct quotation or inner speech. '(For

details, see Appendix C.)

Table 4.4 shows the percentage of those texts at each

grade level which contained direct quotation or inner speech

prior to crisis and which also contained information about

the state of the ice. Table 4.5 shows the percentage of

texts at each grade in which information about the state

of the ice was conveyed indirectly through the use/of direct

quotation or inner speach. As can be seen from Tables 4.3

and 4.4 there is a marked increase in the presence of pre-

crisis dramatization at about the sixth grade level. However,

is not until about seventh grade that the,majority of
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children who produce precrisig dramatization use it to

conveys expository information Although both 'drama zation
-'and. this particular piece of expository information

both be present in precrisis segments of the texts of ounger
children, the two..are much les6 likely to be combined.

As a result, expository information in these texts is

generally conveyed as narrated description, despite the

(often extensive use of direct quotation, while direct

quotation is generally used to portray social interaction

without fulfilling an additional expository function.

,The difference lis illustrated by the texts in Table 4.6.

Although all texts make extensive use of direct quotation,

it is only in texts three and four that the quotations

'servethe abuble function of providing backgrOund.expOsition

as well as portraying social interaction; Overall,.then,

the data suggest that the combining of functions may be

a late developMen, occuring,only after each has beenpracticed7-

as a separate .uni-functional narrative .component for a

period of time.

In a second get of analyses we investigated the extent

to which children provided explicit information concerning

charactersr knowledge of the, state. of the ice. Once again,

We are concerned with the integration of expository information
k

with other features of text, ourur concern is with the,,,
_

relation between exposition and plot. For although writers

may have conveyed the information that the ice was thin or

melting 'they need not necessarily lieve conveyed information

4-6



concerning,characters' knowledge of this fact and this, in

turn, may leave readers unclear as.to the significance of

information about the state of the ice for the on-going action.

Consider, for example, texts one and two in Table 4.7. Here

the writers state that the ice is thin, but provide no

guidance as to how this information is to be related to plot.

Do the characters know? If so, why are they there? Based

on,knowledke of the world, readers might assume that the
.

characters are ignorant, else they. would have good reason

not to skate there. But ot4er:construals are as likely

.;and have not been ruledout by the.text. This lack of con=

straint is especially evident when these texts are compared

with examples three, four 9 d five, where the writers have

taken pains to insure that a particular interpretation occurs.

In these analyses, then, we are concerned with characters'

knowledge of background 4nformation: to what extent do

' authors convey explicit information about characters' knowledge

of the state of the ice?

Data for these analyses come from all skating stories-4

containing information about the state of the ice. (See

Table 4.1) Two coders, working independently, classified all

instances of information about he ice as being 1) explicitly

known to the characters; 2)explicitly unknown by the characters;

or 3) without explicit relation to characters' knowledge.

On the assumption that all char9cters present during a depicted

conversational interaction would have had knowledge of what

was said, we placed in the first category all instances in

which information about the state of the ice was presented

4=7
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as direct quotation. Intercoder reliabilities ranged from

86% to 94%i depending on the type of category:and teXt..

(See Appendix C.)

The restate are Piesdnted in Table 4.8. As can be

seen, children'e'use of explicitly markediinformation increased

with age. Unlike the data concerning children's use of

dramatized exposition, there is no marked increase in the

-use of explicit' information at any one grade lev Rather
4

the data show a gridUal increase throughout the elementary

and junior high school years. Moreover, when children did

present explicit information about characters' knowledge of

the state df the ice; they were more likely to invent sit-

uations in which characters are aware of the dangiir.and this,

was true at all ages. This sugge ts. hat'explicit,portrayal

of unawareness may have been either un ted teth4 partic ar
4

story content or somewha more 'fficul

spection of the teXte in Table 4.7 prpv

grounds on which to gue -t explicl

been unsuited to the story ontent.

However, there are g*veraI reasons wily po

unawareness may ,have been somewhat motih'dif

0,x4oute-;-

OUP.
4

may have

to articulate. For.ohe thing, portr

for '-ekldren

ness requires an exPlicit differentiativgn'Of,,

characters' points of view. For althoughany-narrated

(non-dramallzed) description may be said to occur in the volt

or knowledge system of a narrator, we would want to argue

14-.8
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that there are important differences between texts (sucti as

l and 2, Table 4.7) in which the status of characters' knowledge

remains unclear and texts in which a differentiation between

narrator's knowledge and characters' knowledge is explicitly

maintained. (Example five, Table 4.7) More generally, we

would want to argue that:information conveye&as expository

description' need not imply any conceptualiiation of or

commitment to a separate' narrator's voice or knowledge system,

but may exist in an inchoafe--or ill-defined category of

narrative information whose status (aS':conceptualized with

respect to either the characters or thp read4#5.mdy'remain

indeterminate. Although reaaders may'.!fultimately make some

determination (based on ,.this knowle e of the world or, of

fictional convention), writers at have explicitly

done so. But when writers convey explicit infOrmation

dOncerningrcharacters''acceWto infor,mation, then we would

want to suggest that zudn wr't6rs ai,e'*onceptu.Lizing
_ 4

114f hec diStinct.
°

nce teptial

tinct systems of knowledge

'dimensions of choice i

elements in.any narrativ

In le same vein, we

whose texts are explicit:

information, relating 't
. .

are mor likely to nave

of readers' interpretat

in ,some type of rhetOric
t

want to speculate the

x-q in

Ave engage

hdlly, we would,

,able to identify
4



and describe various riletorIcal functions and techniques.

For one thing, we would predict that such writers would be

better able to edit rhetdrical features of texts: At the

same time, we would expect them to be better able to des-
.

cribe rhetorical devices and =their functions in their own

texts and the texts of others.
,

A finale analysis :concerns children's use of ository

information to generate suspenSe. :Other things being. equar,.

we would expect any intimation that the ,ic is. thimeto-
.

generate anxiety concerningthe safety ofL the skaterS and

hence somem*nimal amount _of suspense. SuOense rtiihtzb-e\

especially strong in situations where charaters remain

ignorant of the state of the ice but even in situations
,

where characters' suspect a problem (regardless of whether

they approach it with defiarice or caution), suspense is
) ..

generated as long as the validity of ,their suspicions remairis

in doubt. Suspense can be generated in other wa s as well.
.s.\,

For example writers can evoke anxiety or concer sim*/

by having a character.(or narrator) voice a premonition, or
tPF

vague uneasiness. Writ rs cah also suggest trceple py
,

indicating that skaters, are especially unskilled or that

thdy typically court, danger. (For an account of how such

devices might work to generate suspense, see discussions

in Steinberg, 1978, as' Well as Olson et al, 1981) Writers

can alSo generate suspense by postponing a full account of .

the accident. Thistcan be done in several ways: for example,

by beginning with the'information that an accident occured
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and then withholding the details or by narrating the addident

fr,olliepointofIlifilOofsomeonean'onlooker or

.the rescuers) who M4Y_intiailly hame only partial knowledge of

one of
,

events.

As these examples suggest, generation of suspense

requires a lair amount of advance planning as well as a

capacity to maintain'and coordinate several, distince temporal

organizations.-'Writers-Must keep in mined a future narrative

r

4
goal (the accident) while at.the-same time attending to the

on -going narration of prior events:% Ilints'about thdVfuture

crisis must be inserted into the on-going stream of activities

-
.withpit,disrupting its sequential cOherence. Morecmier., the

. . .

selection of appropriate hints requires a certain canniness
a ,

about readers' expectations swell aspractical knowledge

about how trouble is likely to.occur in the world.

Given these complexities, we would hardly expect to find

extensive use, of these devices-in children's stories. None-

theless, it is possible that sine might begin to appear

in rudimentary form, particularly in texts of .our older

subjects. The presen%analysis waq designed to investigatb

this possibility.

fData for these anlayses come rom the entire rhetorical corpus

of skating storfies. Two coders,tworking independently,
.

examined each text for evidence of -four suspenge-generating

devices: 1)incIusion 4, information that the ice is thin; .

2) voicing of preMonitiods" or feelings of uneasiness without

necessarily attributing these to_any garticular feature of

-the situation; 3) inclusion Of information that characters

were especiAl:y unskilled skaters or especially likely for
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other reasons tä get into irduble; and 4) delay in the

presentation of information-Mlout'the nature of the
A

accident.

Since Suspense,implies the presence of some delay between

an intimation of, danger andknowIedge of its actual occurance,..

we added the further ttipUlatiOn that a device be counted

as suspenseful only in cases Where one or -more sentences or
.

main clauses intervened between the candiddte device and

explicit presentation of information that a chardcter, had

fallen through the ice. Usipg these criteria, texts

such as 4,5,6 in Table 4.9:,were qodnted as .being suspenseful'

while texts 1,2,3 were considered u.n.tuspenseful despite

their inclusion of the requisite device. Overall,

coders were able to categorize texts at a 89% level of reliability,

with reliabilities ranging from 82% to 95%, depending on type

of device.(See Appendix C)

.ReSUltS are presentegln Table 4.10. As can :be, seers,

Children's use o tUtpenSe enerating devices increases

throughoui-the lementary And juniorlhigh school years, until
,3 a

by sev h grad0 these devices are present in about

:halfHthe ttxtt. This increase seems
.

to be a .function of

two rather different-developments. The first, occuring at about

fifth grade,, involves an incree,in the suSpenseful use of

information about the state of the ice. The second.,- ocedring.

at aboutseVenth gradei, .involves the. use of a delay in the

presentation of full Information about the nature of the.

accident. Almost invariOly, the delay is accomplished-

4-'11
Alr,, .

) tlk,
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by presenting information about the accident from the rescuers'

point of view. (See text six, Table 4.9) By comparison,

children at all grade levels were less, likely. to use 'ttatementsiz

about premonitions or about such character attributes as

4skating skill to accomplish suspense. Taken together,

these account for no more than 28% of the total found

in our corpus.

Overall, then, there is evidence that some elementary

age children are able to engage-in the suspenseful predentation

of informatiorig.Wbout the. accident and that by junior high

school, sutperS'eful devices are occuring in about

half _the teX*L This suggest\thatby the end.of the elementary
I. . arAt . .n

grades, manyOlildren may be .engaging in a f '-ly soPhisticated

narrative panning which requires

a narrative:lo4. (the

them to keep track of

sis) while at the same time

portraying a on- going- slppe.nce of prior activities. More-
s'

er, as ;th data from our 'other analyses indicate many

sage 1061 are also= able, to.a,cAieve other
q-1

irly co x-edoord tions of narpative lin tor Owation, cpining
.

.... r. Y N.. ,',. i . 1.
4 ' 4412 f; -..24- i t. .* i .1. 4.1544; ri/
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texts? Would their texts show evidence of planning? Would

children foreshadow the main thrust of an argument or

attempt to anticipatb possible counter=arguments? Comparison

of our data with data reported by Scardamalia, 1982f

sugge'sts that the answer is likely to be "no": Contrary

to our findings, Scardamalia reports that few upper elementary

and junior high school students showed evidence of planning

exposiNry discourse anthfew were able to foreshadow the

thrust of an argument. One can imagine many reasons why

chiIdAllIskiIIed in narrative rhetoric might have difficulty

using, comparable devices in expository text. For one thing,

whir* most elementary and junior high,school students have
4

had considerable exposure to sophisticated narrative rhetoric,
4 40 0

they may have had to exposure at all to expository text.

Lack of exposure may prove crucial. However, it may also

be the case that coordination of logical sequences (such as

are required in an expository argument) may requirel somewhat

different cognitive skills and that these take somewhat longer

to develop.



Table 4.1

Percentage of subjects at each grade. level who include explicit

information concerning the State of the ice in the skating

story

Grade

3

5

6

7

8

53%

57%'
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Table 4.2

Texts describing StB.te of the ice

Text 1 One 120 three people went ice skating. there
names were Hare71 Tod and Matt. While they were Skating,
Tod fell through some thin ice. Matt and Harvey raced
to help...? (5M)*

Text_2 One day Petst$ Alan and David went the frozen
lake in the woods they brought all of their hOdkey equip-
ment but none of-their other friends showed up to play
hockey. The three boys 'decided just to skate around the
lake. All three boys were racing and suddenly Alan fell
through the thin ice. .David-and Peter didn't know what'
-to do....

Te Xt. 3 One afternoon three boys went ice skating.. They
were skating around and one boy said, "Watch_out- for. holesA
in the ices" But it was too late; He fell tight through;
(6F)

10 1

Text 4 One day John, Tommy and Paul were skating on a
frozen lake. Then John saw 'a sign that Said Do no pass
this cord (thin- -ice)., John told Tommy not to go pass that
cord, 'I'M a pro. I Oan,skate on thin- ice._ said Tommy.
No said Ahn. But then Tommy fell through the ice....
(6M)

Text 5 ..."Are you kidding," said BiII "You'll kill yourSelf.
The ice IS toothin."

"Thin nothin. Let'S go," said (8P)

Text 6 "Hey! It's" fro4n. Let'S go get our skates,"
said Mark.

.

"Couldn't that be dangerous? What if it gets"

unfrozen while we're skating?" caution:0 Mike.... (8F).

1.04
2

1



Table 4.2

(cont.)

A
Numbers and letters in parentheses refer to grade level

and gender of author. Children's spellings and punctuation
have b en-retainech Italics are ours and are intgnded to

( _ _call attention to relevantportions of texts.

a.

V



Table 4.3

Percentage of texts at each grade level 1w which direct

,c'quotation or inner speech occured prior to the crisis

Grade

3

4

S

.

Y4f41

I.

rte-
dirr _..



% Table 4.4

Perceniage,of children at each grade level whose texts

containe0 both direct quotation or inner speech prior to

the crisis and information about the state of-tile ice

Gr4de

3 00%

5 20%

6 37%

7 62%

8 45%'

a.

Y5

fi



Table 4.5

:

Perten age of _texts at each grade level in Whibh information

about he State of the ice wasconveyed through direct

uotaticiti 'ciellfiter speech

Grade

3 00%

,4 00%

5 07% (33%)* e .

6 10% (27%)
t-

40% (66%).

27% (58%) t

Percentage in parentheses represents the percent of
_

all eligible texts at a given grade level (i.e., text'

which contained both pre - crisis .quotation and j.nformation

about fhe state of the ice)
.4-

I
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Table 4.6

Plurifunctional texts: integration of social interaction

withiexpositoryfunction

Uninagrated texts

Text-1 One cold Wititek, Morning a boy named Mike woke up;

He got dressed and looked at hiS WatCh. It was 8.:00 a.m.

the time when he was supposed to meet his two fends: Mark

and Bob to go ice skating. Hel grabbed his ice skates and -

ran out the front door. Sure enough there ire Mark and

Bob.
-

°Lett' hurry to theliond-Or else everyone, will.be there

and we won't have any time alone, said mike:" 9"Yah we better

hurry.up, said Bob.

They arrived, at the lake and began pkating. Mike7, found

a hockey stick. 411 of a sudden to Mark's horror he 4ound

himself plunging downthrough the_thin ice.... (5M)*

Text 2 "Hey Joe, lets go pIAy some hockey: We'll work on

eagerlyour slapshots," Scott said eagerly over the phone.

"You Call Steven and we will meet on 'Cherry Hill Lake,'

Scott said to Joe. So they all got%into their winter clothes

and got their skates, hockey sticks, pucks and a portable net:

4n. 15 minutes they all met on the.side of the lake on a

bench. ,

"Hurry man, put those skates on," Joe yelled.

"I'm hurrying, I'm hurrying!" replied Scott and Steven

together. Joe was the fti,st one on the ice, then Scott ,\ then

0 Steve. For about A half an :hour they played hockey. So,

rr



Table 4.6

(cont. )

1
they put their hockey stickS down and practiced figure eights,

All of a sudden CRACK the thin ice broke and Joe fell in...

(7M)

ntegrated_texta

Text 3 John, Paul and JaSon ran to the frozen pond. They

quietly put on their skates, anxiously awating the first

time of the year that they would skate on the familiar pond.
A- ,

They skAted artigrd the pond getting used to he ice. John'

cThbecame more cptfortabie on the ice and'he wo led out into

the center.

"Come on" he ohouted to the other. They shakily skated

out to the center Aerie John had started to do figure eights.

"John come out of the middle thesignsays !_thin ire-s"

"What are you my mother. this sign was put here three

days ago. it's frozen !lbw." John skated ser and closer

ards the sign. "Come oir, Lets see who dares me to go any

closer."

Jason started to speak but John took it as a dae..:-.=;(7F)

Text 4 Bob Said, I

-the thin ice sign."

"NonSente," Peter Said "They just put that up to scare

?-you."

still say4.that we
_

Shoulid listen to

"Why would they do that?" Jimmy disagreed. ..



I

(cont,..) ,)

"I, don't know," said.Peter.... (1M)

Numbers and letters in parentheses refer to.grada leVel

and gender of author. dren's 'Spellings and,Ppdtuations

have been retained; italIe's are ours and are intended to

call attention to:relevant portions of texts.

4

I.

ti

.



Table IL. 7

Examples of texts in which autfiors

,about characters' knowledge of the

_
-CharacterS' kn4owledge remai unclear_

.

Text I One day three boys went ice skating. But since

the ice was not very thick one of the kids fell in. The

7

are-more or less explicit'

state of the ice

other two rushed to help him.... (8M)*

Text 2 One day three boys were ice skating. St vex, Mikie

and David
S They Were having a great time but the_ 4-(-. was

thin.' And then all of a sudden .Stever, fell through the

thin ice.... (5F,0

Characters rare-explici y aware of state of the ice

Text- -3 One day three boys the age of ;2 where plaYipg,iceik
, ...,,

...

hockey they,ignored the,sign-saying DANGER THIN ICE thinking

that that'll be okay jUst this time. They played for quite,

(5F5

Text 4 One winter day there were three boys; They were Chris,
4 %

David and Paul* These three boys went ice skating acrd Chris

wanted to skate on an area that said thin ice and he dared

4 Paul to go with him.... if( 4F

41. ,

Characters are explicitly unaware oethe state of-the-ice

Text 5 One day there were 'three boys named Tom, Jack-and

Peter. They\were skating in a hockey place. There was a



A

. table 4.3

(cont.)

hole in the ice. Tom Petet arid Jack didn't seethe hole.

So T m skated were the hole was. He fell rig, into the

hole.... (5F)

AMP

*Numbers and letters in patentheses 'refer to grade level

a- d gender of author. Chitdren's spellings and punctuation

are retained:. Italics are Ours and are intended to call

attention to relevant portions of text.

I
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Table 4.81;

Distribution Of texts cOntaining4infortation about"the state

of the ice: percentage of texts at each grade level in each'

information category

Status of knowledge about the state of the ice

unclear explicit

charactert characters total
Grade know don't know explicit

3i 67% 22% 11% , 33%
A

4 67% 27% 07% 34%

5 52% 29% 19% 48%

6 37% 48% 15% 63%

7 '80%

35% L1,8% 17% 65%
A

11P

4

s.

I

4'





TablO 4.

Suspenseful: and unsio4ensefuI texts. ,

Unsuspenseiultexts
at

Text 1 Tim was ice-sating on brick where met

boys named Denny and Chuck. They were haVing a,race and

Ti.4 slid over some thin -ice' and fell in, (5F)*

'ti)6

Text _2 One snowy day Tom, Charlie and Bill Were playing,

hockey on a frozen over pond. Only Charlie wAtnt very good

and he fell_through the ice. (5M)

Text 3 Sam, FrAnk and Lenny were playinghOckey doWn

the lake% They were having slot of fun when all of a sudden

the ice broke right under Frank!_s-skate.. He fell through.

gl.
._Sam And Lenny heard a loud noise_ Then_ ;4L th for-help....

(6M)

Suspenseful texts
.

-4

Text 4 ...While they were Skatirig Toma verymsart and

thoughtful boy told Jim hot-to skate neat the middle because
-

the icelwas very thin and he might go-'thr-oupthe ice. :JiM
.

said that he-would never fail: througktheice and theh Started

skating to the center of the pond. All of a.tu0-eb. crack,

and 'Jim went through the ice.... (6F)

r47
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Text 5

j?!..Table 4.9 t

(coht..)

..After skating: for about IO minutes, the sun came
-out and without theiE,knowing'iiistart to melt the ir,e.

Bo be qn to sAte very fast and then .slid right Into the;

sun' arteliell threw They ice. ke.. w &M)

Text-6- ,t),(y started to play ice hockey. While palying
. .

Jeffreylhit.the'puck AIto the. snow. "X#11 go get it," he said.

"We'll wait for you help," answered Charles and James;.

After searchinkfor: inu_es-Jeffrey called "Bomebody

come and help me look."
afe

ga," said James.

While searching for the puck, Jaws and Jeffrey heard

a cry for help.

"Lets.goSee what

WhenOey got back

wrong," said Jeffrey

on the ice, they saw Charles in a

hole in the ice.... (7M)
Y.°

*Number6 and lettain parentheses, indicate grade and-gender

of author. Children's spellings and punctuation have been

retainedr Italics are ours and iwifficate instance of A potential

su,pente-generating devige as well as location of information

about the story crisis (i.e., point where character falls

.thropet. the ice



t.
Percentags0f;chil4r4nateaqh gra

_ .

type of suspense - generating device

tOS

eve], adopting ea0h

ype : r"Suspense-generating device'
- . %. .1,

Grade

4

5

-II d

premon--
,-

ition

Q 3...
:,..,

03

05%

08%-''''

09%

'thin
icemice

04. .

'07

18%

20%

._'.18%

trouble-
prone;

,.-..)

00
.

04

.\-, 02%

00%

04%

."'del-a'-

e L- -

atiqp total"

00

' 00 1,

00 24$.

09% Aig o 3.7%

21* 5311

02P' 0%, 0,4%* 2-2% 0 48%



.Chapter Fi0e: CaulalAnd Motivational.StruCtureini
....,1.,v, ::i.,,

Children't Tekts--'

m
#

II.: 1 ..MOst definitions of. weIX-formed:btory struCture.include

VS,

The notion of -Causal or ivational lip age. ,,For example,.

#
Stein and Glenn, 1979, deSpribe six cOmponents as forming

the prototypical story structure: 1) setting which .desciqbes
v

, ka protagonist's environmenti 2) initiating eVent, which
, -

marks a _change in.tt* p'rotagonist's etivircfnment; 3) intol%4

naI response whi*h deScribea a protagonist s goals, motiy4
.,

_

..,
__ .

r plans in response to the ±nitiatini event;410) an attempt ':.
'Li, -14, vAc

--- in which a protaglOist ctirries out the actions specifiZdsir
.

e.,
, Ac.

.,., ivy the internal response;"54) A consequence Which,deodnes*
, * ,

. -

a protagonist's-sycess in carrying out the AVRIppt4 6)
sG

- /44 0.a. reaction which describes a-protagdhlArs rebbilise.to tbea.
consequences or its future implications. *44.can ke seen);

s-R14*

1--

motivational andcausal linkages are specified at'severaI

points: the internal response is primarily motivational
1 ,,While the attempt; consequence and reaction ard-eadh causally:

.
. .ffig

_i__
iflinked to the internal response; Morelendrally, 44.:',,:ppn

4 '

see that in this framework well-formed stories are conceived

primarily as goal-diected sequences of events: one Of: the

main components of. these'definitions it'a protagonist who

is motivated to Carry out some type of planful activity.

Studies of story recall in both 'Ault§ and children

indicate that information about plans, motives and reactions

5-1
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is less likely to be. remembered than informafion about

initiating events andlheir conseqpenw (Glenn, 1978;
aA0 1,1,4

4 --f
Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Mandler,- Scribner Cope & ''.1eForest,

1980). Some have2r«gued th4t4hile these categories may

be omitted fx46th-a&tUrliiire:Oall protoclg, they are nOnetheless
(----

regarded by subjects as necessary part of story structure

and are omitted only *cause they can be readily inferred.

Never l results ofi;Stein and Policastro (in press)isugjest

t..that plans andmotives may not be regarded as essential'

to story structureaftarl.' In thins study; adUltiSchool

teachers and second grade children:merd'asked to judge t

whether texts-which cOwtained various combinations of story
A

features couldCould be,clabsified as stories. In botti:gtoups-,

.

j. -texts g re udged to be stollEes eveffl when they contained

.Woftly such minimal 'features as ;a" speelfic animate prftagonis't,

descrillion of ts;speifii actly tips and some identifiable

temporal organiXat. t (See' text.'bh Table "5.1) Rejected

.

as
7i,
s t- p i es:vere.text s% wI tn- inanimate protAgonists1:.

. regarAgs oivtItberor'ilot these contained /Set:-:,Pf specific
. , ..4?,;

activities arranged in a causal sequence (texti°2;4Tble 5.1).

as well as textvrVi!th animate protagonists and temper/al

seqtehcing but tOWEgeneralized rather than specific activiiies.
- .

(Tex'6,3, Table 5.1). For our present purposes, it is important
4

to note that texts 'Caere judgedudged to be ,stories if they 'contained

animate protagonists and temporal sequencing; regardless

of.whethenpIans and goals,. were also described. .For teachers,

but not children, the presence of plans and goaIs.maae texts.

5=2
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o

silM lik etter stories, but inclusion of explicit motivatio
-ott%

information was apparattly not essential.

Most of this work hat been conceptualized within a

framework of text analysis and has addressed questions con-
..

rng the nature of-a.li-formed story and the role
.

ift r
of subjects' expectations about story strudture in such

activities as 'ext COpprehnsion, production and recall.

However, story recall and production have also be used

to provide evidepce concerning subjects' skill nstructing

%

aUsai or log cal relatiohs. iaget (1925/1955)

long ago observed4hat early elftmentdr age children Seem

to omit.informatiVrabout these /'relations from their texts
-Prik4f

444""` aid Sr ud- ihat"these omissions are Ola

inabiIitytocOnstruct such relatiOns-

invetstigations'have-supported Piaget's,:coneXakions4okuhri.'&

children's

om some recent

Phelps, 1=b79; Corrigan-1975) alfliOpgh data .from other.

studieS, (e.g., -31A34&$, Stein & JohnsonitS81) suggest
,that children's omissions May .have,been.,more a function

of the strucpre of Piaget s stimuli than of children's

level of cognitive development.

Taken together, thesetwo lines offesearch suggiov.

that tour younger subjects may be less likelythan olderi

subjects to provdean explicit causal or motivational

structure for their stories, either because this is not

considered to kkorti iai.iftaTurp,ofparratiye.::pr 1,e cause
_ .

-chilaren have diff'rc ty rutting the
7S;

.

logic. The purpose of the present set of analyses is to

5-3
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determine whether, in fact;this is the case:.Do younger

children provide explicit causal or. motivatio7I information

_about the actions in their stories and if so, is it-si ilar

to the causal,and motivational infbrmation in obder ildrehrs'

texts? To AI extent does the prepentation oficausal or

motivational informationappeai to be .a stale feature

of younger childrenrs wrbtings? Dbes I appear take

essential to theirsconcep;'9f ti-cory?

Before going on to describe.our, data, however,:

is importamt remind the reader of the type of motivational

constraints inherent in our story.stimLi. The cartoon's
%N.

specified a courge of action f9l.):Wing.the4CCideni (WhiCh

was intended to ke interpreted as ,an eve* . , If

rovideany MotivatiOn41-;or'cgtgal
.

occur in the,, form OP interne?/ responses :*.

children were t

to4ethe. ht.

would find4other. o ort'Unitieto provide motivational
e

Frowever5A.7t'was possible that children
e4*

inforMatiOnand-we wished to assess the-,extent to which
Z /A _

children took advantage of theqe as weIl.._pin initial readine

ofthe'texts in our corpus revealed tat chi 'en did indeed

add other motivational information which could be Catekortted
A

0

as follows: informat'on concerning (1) why Children. Were.

at the beach or froze pond;v;(2) why thebacciaentoCturt4,

(3) why the first' rescue attempt failed; (4) why the second

attempt succeed (5) why the resC100410ment 'coif of rope

or hockeY stick) h4pened to be availa se. codlipesbbeme

"b.

5-4
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AA

formoti4ational informakion was 'therefore developedwhichl:

evaItated presence or -Absence of these post hoc categories -

as well as'the categary termed' Eternal response.' (For

details, see Appendix D..) .

/ _..., ,_.,
Two coders, working laldepefidently, evaluaIed each text

.

.

i
1;
te

.

for prlesence-orimiltserice'of eaqp typetof motivations. information.r
-

Code ,achieved ant'intercoder reliability of 87% overall-s

with relia4LlittAks. ranging from 79% to 100%* depending on
Q

k type of text andlyp* of motivational Wormat .e 4e

A

;1?

4 .

In our..ftikt set of' analyses we niestigateds exte t
avera e,,oang above-average

to.whichi chjelaren at each grade level. incorporatee',.tlief

4var,,,,iouS'..!ityPes of motivatignal. ipiarmatidn their text

/ Table 5.2 shows.lphe percentage ofchi
..
- -*,

at aeapt one type of motivational-

level in bothitkating. and boating storie
.

theper-centage of children is fairly high,-even among fo th.
A

tided

each.cgr

As can `fie seen 7.

and-fifth graders. This suggests, that even among our
.

younger
4 ,,,_ ,.* (

writerb,-AnclusiOn of explicit motivational information is.

a fairly common feature of story writing.
,t,

Table 5.3 Proftdes a mere Acetaigked picture of the. type.
...

of motivational information included by children 'the

various grade levels. As can be seen, in both skatg and

boating stories, children were more likely to include in-

formationformation about why the ccident occured and characters'
,- -

-inteenal'response to the accident than. other types- of information.
fi-' 4 .:
1- f
As Children get older, they are also more likely to include

5.;=5



inforthation abovt

. and (in the .case

,at_the beach or. the pond

-%.he firstrescue

'hcy forattempt failed. Ov

motivational informati doncehtrgted in the earlier

parts of the story. Am g unger children, motivational

I. 'Ir iinformation tends:tp ulus,!f4 around t)fe. point of crisis
-.tt

-involving infoikmationabout why the accident occured and
-

characters' internal response to the crisis. As children

get older, the use'of motivational information extends

into earlier parts of the story to include information as

to why characters have appeared in thess,settings as well:

C

Current theories c4.spbry structure would lead us t

expect that.of all types of mcitivationa information, in

formation about characters' internal response to the accident

would be thelnost frequent. However, as iabIe-$:3,0howsi

this is not really the case. Although information about
,

acters' internal response was certainly frequent, t

was no-more frequent tan faformation about why the accident

occured (e.s., information that the ice had melted or that

a strong wave had sent the boat out to sea)-or (among. older

children) why the characters had come to these settiu

On'the whole, then, while characters' iCernarresponte
0

to the accidett is certainly an important element in these

younger children't stories, it would probably be more correct

to say that the younger children's use of causal and motivational

'information tends.to cluSter around the story crisis, involving

5-6
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.3not j 3,tfOrmation a out characters' plvs.and responses to
the crisis but also causal information about how the crisis

voccure Inthis sense, development offexplicit causal and

motivational Iinkages-mirrorsthe development of dramatipation

* and detailed 4iext realizations which also make their first
A

appearance in the, crisis portion of children's texts.

But if the data in Tables 5.2' and 5.3 show that causal

.linkages.are fairly common in children's texts (at least

7after the th1±,d4pr fourth grades)/itis uHelear from these

-.data whether Writers are consistent in their use of these

linkages: Do they use the same type of caUal linkage from
.

one composition to the'next'?: Our Seconset4f analyses
addresses this question.

Th4.-41410: 60M-efrOhCa,samPle.of't4bir.6..-H4ougheighth-.-v--
*Verdge artd aboy-_ avtria: 6.4 _ ,- ' ' 4

Argrade/ subjeCts who co:- -ed-h: 6. h skatin/ aAd boating stories

in the l978-79 corpus. (S60 TA-14..01ata for each stoT.
. .., L , pt ._4

8.,* =.,4

consist of .a series -7 eomPted so that for

each Category,of causal a texts was assigned

a score of A, 2, or 3 depending

information was absent, partial

on-ghether the particular

or fully-,realized. (Criteria'

fordetermining 4Wheer.information s partially or
,.t 71 .

u4.414ea 'zed 4redescribed ;in Appendix D.)

__.. .
...r - ' , ..

,
.

In - it:
-J-4.: .Aina-IysIsi =we were- culousto know whethM

,-----v,

;

,-
.,

. %
4 ..1V--: 4;;t '__f _

1 amount 0_eau5a1 informat' ni:rem 'ned stable anoss
ii.._-_ 4.ilic

65 ttetal causal
,

If;
'in fut iipn -caego

-...

-41

sk31ie Otatacons

gut ; ed4orO,

.
LI

92



Scores Pth age group vOre cpmpared;, using a repeated .'
,

,..

measure"1441Wi5:of variance design; with:tye-- f story ,c1
NIPIt

as the ikNted,nleasure. The ana.117sis re e !..

,..

,,,

.,,,,,,.:17;.?,,A., , ,

d;f :1A---kj1;!ms4.p2)
effect-' betn grade (f17 55, p=.001-1story type1:.;,-,:. ,,,Fr

,..,

a,if.z1;21Witit="1004W4)
4-."-(f=10.8)ke.02;/ with

..,,,
=0.- ting storY plaoducing indre causal

infOrma-k0A tharl th.';'
4

g story a boati 8-:52;A.04,. Aiii,,

.: :1'-' li':'
3Z skatinig g4). . :h Newms.n-Kuehls analyses revealed

.

..., .'

no signAztPw-m- differences at the =05 -l'elvel among grade
_

dataiin Table 5.4 sho4,(not surpriltingly) that

as childNVI kot older, they tended to produce more causal

means;

4 ,

informat%fl,

Seplita analyses of grade apd story effects for the

six diENP%mt.tYpes of caugafrin,formation conform to

patOVIII with boating atopries conSstently resulting

in greae*:, Vlouilts of each :type of causal information at
- -

..,

-,.

eac g'ralOkt stevel. One exception, however,
,

was in'the case
r

of i for0Afori about the cause of the accident where there

t-'(was no'skeUican difference crosS St*cConditiOng.

ForNt inost partl'ter children4cere not consistent

in their .3f par4:Cular types of causal linkages:-'presence

of Ane t1P0 ofnkage in one text did not predict its

.

presencep the other.1

1
es.T-o s-ome- lloWever, this lack of consistency may

4
'ade levels .,,ampled and mayhave beeP.$ function the

:the fact the children .our particular age range,

14:.:,
.

.4
.utere jusTitl tfie PrOCeSs.-of

,

orusal, i 3n3)Aiei.

AeJ,1
Iearnintto produce plicit

For t-tests

5=8

of data from the individual
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To summarize, then explicit cat4a

linkages appear to be a facirlx common fe

texts after about the third or fourth grade level. rent

definitions of well-formed story stOkure would:predict

that among these, ine-Nial responseto initiating events

should be especially prominenX. While these wereitertainly

common, other types of causal or motivational linkages were.

also frequent. This suggests that while children doapparently

see the need for explicit description Of the causal linkages
a

underlying a temporal sequence Df Nients, their nOtion of

what-Constitute s an appropriate*et_of linkages is somewhat
4

brdader than that spedified by current story .structure

definitions. Morepver, the data suggest that while- presentation

of explicit causal information is surely a feature of childrep%p

narrative strategy, theamount and ,type of information

included-ft any particular story seems to depend more on its,

cAtentt(and perhaps on other features of the compfting

situations) than on any highly gene lized or abstraCt

set\,of content=free principles .

(footnote gont.10 grade IeVels show that while there- is

A ., a consistent overall' tendency for boating stories to contain

mor ousel informaetion thanIkating stories, the differences

at4the individu al grade levelPaVt A-OgnVicint Wily for children
. .

in the middle of*Our age range. (See Tablet5.5) In both

the youngest (thir4) and ofdeseseventh and eighth) .grades

these differences are iiot'statistigall significant
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(foptnote 11, cont.) In the former case, this lack of significance

may represent a floor effect reflecting thefact that

third graders produce relatively little causal information

under- any cirSumstanoe the latter case, however,

result' may reflect tyre factihatchildren have becOthe

the

skilled

enough in their use of causal information to have 'developed

some strategies that are applicable across a wide range

of situations. That the direction of the differences

(regardless of their level of si

across all age groups reinforces

of causal linkage in chilaren'

content 4nd writing uations4

in differences observe ng oldest subjects. may point
el,

"to the beginning of some faigilirstable content-freP
.

t -

for using causal information ruari,ative texts.
.

A 1

:

icance) is consistent

4tion that the amount

xt 'does reflect particular

However, he lack of significance

strategies

a
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Table 5.1

Types narrative texts (from N.L. Stein 5.. M. Policastro,

in-press)

Text l Specifi animate protagonist; specific activities;

temporal sequence
.

Alice lived Own by is Everyday Alice went;

doWn.by the beach 'see shells. Then she

built a sand.AstIe. hen she-took a sun bath..'Then she
-4

Went for a.swim. -slug tAnt-home.

:.
t

140
, . ._ .

Tezct 2 Inanimate protagonist, specific actiOl!ss_tdmporal

sequence.
.

*.

The bafl'rolled down thg hill: 'Alt hit

in tile houte.. The window brokb into geces. Rain-
,

window

throuyllthe window,and flooded the rdoir." Soon the

out leaving the,4p acm bar

Animate protagonist, general

Soured.

finitire
41V

'46

sequence.

He

He

,

The fox had a gYey Mane. He

was t Ciquits.4320bus.- ved'i*,,......,.
li

i
collected

'.

g%p'.ai47-tifid rocks for hii.,:tave. His.favOr
.

..%
s

ilver tail:
4 , .

°

ar the wpods.

`rfood

was.young He also liked to .eat freshly picked

berries.:

t.
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Table 5.2
__

, ___ ._ ;,-Percentage of children at each grade level including at leasta

One type of explicit motivational information in a story

Grade

Type of story

skating boating

3 34% 48%

4 59% 4
41%

5 64% 62%

6 76% 69%

74% 7.9%

b8% 78%

97



Table 5.3:

Percentage of children at" each grade level including each

type of motivational information

Skating 'stories 0

Type of motivational information

Grade

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

05%

09%

2,8%

46%,

51.'5%

30%

2 .

30$

53%

56%

6.0%
. .

59%

54%

-3

0%

0%

11%

15%

,253
.

21%

4

07.5%

06%
,

61%

05%

06%

06%

5

05%

OC%

15%

23%

25%

19%'

6-

19%

49%

51%

42%

55%

56%

Grade
C 3

4

I

6

7

8

Boating stories

Type of motivational information.

1 2 3 4 5 6 .

19.5% 44.S% 11% 06% 0% 34%

37% 37% 26% 06% 03% 36%

41% 37.5% 41% 09% 07.5% 59%

.47% 64% 40% 11% 11 %'" 56%

43% 61.5$ 46% 14% 09% 74%

52% 53% 34 %- 17% '17% 69%

.

1= why characters are at the beach; 2=. Why accident occurs
.--

3=why first rescue attempt fails; 4= why second attempt Succeeds;

5,= why rescue implement is at scene;. 6= internal responSe.



Table 5k A

Mean causal score at each grade leVel, skating and boating

stories combined

I

Grade X causal score.

3 6;44

7;12

5 8.18

6 9.53

7 9.28

8 8.88



1

'Table. 5.5

Differences between skating and boating causal scores

at each grade level (skating = boating) (t-test for

correlated samples)

Grade t-score probability

3 =1.84 .075

4 =2.$1 .02

5 -4.10 .0001

-2.11 .04'

,-1.28 .21

8 ( -1.7 .09
,-,

total sample -5.43- :0001

d.f.

30

28

65

6

50

54

295

1U J
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Chapter Six: Endings:'h w children detcribe the significance

of narrative, vents t

Along with causal linkages, most definitiong of well- z/

forMed story structure include the notion of Btory resolution

or information Concerning the significance of narrative

,events. For example, Stein .0 Glenn; 1979,' include es a

final component in their detcription of well-formed story

structure an element termed "story resolution" which proilides

inTormation about a protagonist's response to the outcome

of an initiating event, its future or longterm consequences

or some general lesson or moral to be drawn from the pro-
,

ceedings.

Studies of story recall in both children and adults

indicate that while the consequenCes of an initiating event

are generally well reca4ed, information'concerning charactei,s'

responses to the outcome or its longterm consequence is not.

(Handler & Johnson,.1977; Glenn, 1978) Moreoyerl, one study

of narrative structure in elementary children's spoken stories

indicates that it is rarely present in these productionA.
A

Stein C Glenn,.'1982) By contrast, analyses. of.anecdotes in

conversational discoursesof preschool and elementary age

children indicate that in this situation children often

convey to their listeners infdrmation about the'significance
e

of narrative events. (Umeker-Sebeok, 1979; Menig-Peterson C

McCabe, 1977) This suggest; that even very young children
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_hay4 some appreciation of tthe way in which statements of

sgnificance are ConstruCtetd, evendTthey fail to understanPd

their role in well-formed story structure.

Given these studies, ire would expect to find few state-
!'

ments concerning the significance of events in the nar-

rati +e writings of elementary age children although thpy
.

J .

might begin to occur more frequently 'in the texts of-our
/1

older subjects. The preset analyses are intended to deter=
I

mine whether in fact these expeCtations are correct: Do
t

1
Story resolutions or of significance occur in

the texts of younger writers? If so, to what extent are
'1

they Similar to the types,of story resolutions provided
I

by children in the junior high school years?

,An initial reading of the texts in our'1978-79 illetoriE ..

corpus indicated that if.children included any type of

information about the significance of events, th'ey did so in

one of the follpwing,ways: (1) they described characters'

feelings'about the rescue (text 1, Table 6.1); (2) they

desq7libed the short-term consequences of the accident (in-

dicating, for example, that the skating victim went home to

warm up) (text 2, Table 6.1); ('3) 'they described the long-.4

term ,consequences (indicating for examiple, that the skating

victim became ill) (text 3; TabI 6.1); pr (4) they crew

an explicit moral or lesson (text 4, Table 6.1). Two okher

types 'of texts occured as well. In one,' (5) children concluded'

with information about what happened to characters after

-,the,accident but made no attempt, to link these activities to

any consequences of the preceding events. 1-14ke children Who
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tell us that characters were cold, frightened or these

writers proceed as if nothing Untowardhad happened, often

telling ds.that.characters were happy and having a wonde1.°rful
.

time (text 6, Table 6.1). Finally (6) some children

produced texts that contained no concluding statements at
4

all, telling us only that the'victim was pulled from the

ice or pulled to shore (text 5 Table 6.1).

Based on this initial reading) a post hoc scheme for

analyzing children's story endings wag developed. (For

details, see Appendix E) Two coders, working independently,

attempted to assign all stories produced by average and

.above-average writers in the 1978-79 rhetoric sample

six ending categories described above.to one of the

Coders achieved an ititetibbdek, reliability Of 86%; with

reliabilities ranging from 100% to 72%,, depending on the

type. -of tegtand type of ending 'category.;

In our first analysis, we inv tigated the extent

to which children at the different 'de levels provided

various types of endings for their to
(categori.e

coherent story resolutions/ informatio
''(category 5)

subsequent activities/or no concluding

As .can -be seen from Table 6.2,:the majori

: did they Provide
t4)
AibibUt unrelated

(categolty 6)
fOrtatiOn at alti.

Tjpf children

all ages did prOvide some type of coheAt ,resolution.

Ve were74bout,

4 chilopell

at

Moreover, children in grades three through

as likely to provide coherent resolutions

grades six through eight.
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- Tabre 6.,showshthe percentage of Children at each.4,-. . .0

';.T.,

graejeNiel.iwho provided.eacp type of`stopY resolution,

r
...

(inoll .bas'es) Ohildreh provided more ihan one type of
. .1,. .. t

'.. .resolutn: : =; - ' ) As can be seen;
,

-the two sets of stimuli 'elicited somewhatdifferent types4,
of story resolutions:In'respopse to the skating stimuli,

writers at most gradp.levPis were as likely to convey in-
t,

formation abolit characters' emotional reactions to the

crisis as they were dnformat7iOn about long= Or5thort=term
7

consequences. In the boating stories; however, writers
.

at every grade level were more likely to convey information

about characters' emotional responses than they were about

various other consequences. In both stories and at all

grade levels, children were least likely to provide readers
A

yithta moral or lesson.

In a second analysis,-we

1/4

compared the ending information

provided by children producing stories in both Conditions;

(See Table 2.9) For this, we assigned each text a

numerical endinot score, based on the amount and type of

information provided: texts were given one point for each4

type of coherent resolution information provided but were

,'given no poin;7-IT they contained only unrelated information

(category 5) or no,concluding information at all (cat'egory. 6)..

The range of possible scores was. thus. 0-W: Ending scores

forrtexts in eaCt story conditiori were then analyzed using
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i

a repeated measures analk tit of co-variance design; with

type of story as the repeated measure and number of'words
,

..

per text as the co- varicte. Retults show no significant

effect for grade level but do show a significant effect'

for story type (1=3.88; d.f.=1, 128; m.s.= 2.02;-p=.05),

t 4th skating stories resulting in significantly higher ei4ing

scores (X skating=.21; R boating= 1.07)

OVerall, then, the data suggest that amount and type

of story resolution depends on story content
)

and specifit

writing situation, a conclusion similar to that obtained

in analyteS of causaland motivational information. Unlike

the causal data; however, these analyses reveal no significant

grate differences: at most grade levels in both story

conditions thp majority of children provided some type of

coherent resolution for their stories. This suggests

that by middle element6=y years, resolutions are part of

most children's story-writing strategy.

6-5
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Table 6;1

Examples of types of story ,cndings

Type 1- Description of characteft feelipgs about accident
)

,outcome

It was arou December when it happened. three boys

were going to practige for a hockey game. They were about

to start whe Bob did some fancy twirling and fell in the

ice. Doug and Steve got nervous. They ran to a tree and

broke off a branch. When thy gave it to Bob it broke:
h

By now ob was terrifieteven got one of the'hoCky'

Sticks and pulled Bob but with Doug 'holding him;

Bob miSSedtthehockey game but he was glad he-was. alright.

(SF)*

Type .2 .Short-term consequences of the accident

One day 3 boys Padlt Chris and Joe went ice seating. They

went on March 4, 1969. They went on' a froten lake in

Massachusetts.

/

:/When they got to the lake Chris said, "The ice isn't

very thick;"

"It's' okay;" said Tata;

:So they skated and Skated ad all of a sudden Chris and

Jo0 heard:

"Help;" screamed aul,-"the:ice broke.

"Ch/iislet's go get a twig," (So they did) said Joe.
s.

It didn't work.

"Let's 1512II him out with the hockey stick," said Chris,

"It's 'the only thing left."
S



: Table 6.1

(cont.)

It worked.

When they got him out they went_home. What 'a storY

they told their.mothers1 (5M)

Type 3 Long-term consequences

One cly. Jason Jesse and Steven went skating in central

park. Ttaey went realey earley so no one else was there.
4
Jason did a trick and the/Ice broke. Steven and Jessee

were panackeld. They broke off a branch and handed it to

him but the branch broke. They got a rather large log

but it broke also. They there hockeystick and handed

it to him and he wa's pulled out. The vent home_._

Jason-was sick for th-r-st-of that week with the

(5M)

z

Type 4, Story moral: orlesson

One day three boys the age of 12 where playing ice hockey.

they egnored the sign saying DANGER THIN.ICE. T played

for-quite awhile when John said look at me skate and fell

wright into a Crack the other boys saw th. s they heard

him screaming help! help! Bob & Mike said hoIcipn a minute

and returned with a stick & said hold on we will pull you

out. He held o but all of a sudden crash the stick broke4

inlhalf help me he_yelled! Bob quickly ice skated toward

;the hockey stick & said Mike hold on too me & pull they



Table 6.1

(cont. )

pulled &.got him out quickly & safely! The_moral _of_the

story is dont play where voure not sCipDose to. (5 M)`

Type 5 No ending Story'endS with the information that

the child has been rescued

One day on a frozen pond there were 3 bo-ys.

There names were Peter; Craid and Harvey. Theyloved hQc ey

so they had a hockey game Then they decided to take a

brake; But all Of 'sudden, Harvey'fell right throug

the ice into the free Ong water. Craid and Peter were in

shock; there was a nearby tree they brooke a branche off

of the tree, they brought it over to Harvey but the branch.
AV_

broOke, Harvey was to heaVy. So Peter,.thout of the hockey

sticks, Craig raced over ands. picked up a hockey stick and,
I

brought it over to Harvey they both pulled so hard that

they fell flat on the ice the second time they pulled and

.got Hary out.

.

-

Typo-6 Ending that seems irrelevant; to theeventssurrounding

ti

the accident

One day 3 boys decided to go Ice skating; They went

down to the frozen lake C started skating; All of.a sudden

One of the boys fell in the ice; His friends went to help

hin(but they couldnt pull him-out. .Then they sawatree
N_.
they went over and pulled a branch off.t They told their friend

to pull on the pCher end-of. the-stiok; He p as hard
_r



p
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Table 6.1

(cont. )

at he could but the stick broke; Then the frier-kit t0.14

a hockey stick. They told the boy ir) the ice to pull on

He pulled & pulled and finallythey got him out.

Th4tbree friends the went out to lunch.. It was the

best day ever. (6F)

Numbers and letters in parentheses indicate grade and

gender offauthor. Spellings and punctuation of children

have been retained.' Italics are ours and indidate releVant
.

portions of text.



Table 6.2

Percent of subjects at each grade level *showing coherent

resolutionsI irrelevant resolutions, or no concluding

information

Skating stories

Type of resolution

Grade
no ,

resolution
irrelevant
resolution

coherent
resolution

3 32% 12% 56%

4 27% IA 60%

34% 18% 48%

;6 13% 23% .. 54%

08% 17%. 75%

33% 11% 56%

Boating stories

Type"of resolution

Grade
no

resolution
irrelevant
resolution

coherent
resolution

3 42% 10% 48$

4 32% 07% 61%

5 35% 07% 58%

6 23% 15% 62%

7: 09% 09% 82%

8 27% 07% 76%



Table 6.3

Percent' of subjects at each grade level producing each type

of coherent story resolution*

SkatingLStOries

_

Grade

type of coherent story resolution

characters' short- & long -term story
feelings, consequences moral

3 39% 34% 11%

4 . 32% 30% 15%

5 27% 21% 13%

52% 46% 20%

69% 34% 24%

53% 18% 13%

Boating Stories

type of coherent story resolution

characters' short- & long -term story
Grade feelings consequences moral

3 47% 14%

4 49% 12%

5 56% 21%

6 45% 23%

7 79% 30%

71% 17%

ott%

08%

*Many subjects produced more than one type of-en)erent

story resolution per text



Chapter Seven: Rhetorical Complexity in Relation to Other

Measures of Children Developing Literacy Skills

In previous chapters we have charted certain age-related

-

changes in children's narrative rhetoric, paying particular

attention to changes in children's use of dramatization,

expository description, causal structure and commentary

on the significance of story events. In the present

chapter, we consider relations among these various aspects

of narrative rhetoric and other text and subject variables:.

In our fibstiset of analyses, We examine the relation

between various measures of rhetorical complekity and

such other measures Of children's developing literacy as

grade; reading level and current editing and writing skill

We then examine the relative contributions of various

measures of rhetorical complexity to story length and

content! Finally, we examine the stability of these

relations across two separate writing sessions.

A number of subject and text variables are entered

into these analyses. Subject variables include author's

gender, grade level, current reading level (as determined

by a subject's most recent standardized reading score),

and teachers' estimates of subjects' current writing skill

'(see .eh ter Two). SubjectS' performance on an editing

task (de dribed in Miller; Bartlett, Hirst, I9e2).provides

This task required that children edit eight short paragraphs,
each containing some problem. in text coherence. These involved
ambiguous co- referencing or a missing subject or predi6ate.
Editing tasks were administered to all children in the study
Iat a separate s ession after all writing tasks were completed.
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an Index of current editing skill, with possible scores ranging

from 0-8.

Text variables include story length Xnumber of words

per text), Story content (skating or boating eVents)i and

fiye measures of rhetorical complexity. Choice of measures

is baSed on our analyses of age-related changes in rhetorical

complexity, as described in Chapters Three through Six

an nClUde:

1)amount of direct quotation; measured as the number -

of quotational "turns" per text (see Appendix B). Texts

were scored according tot-the number of different "turns,"

with texts receiving a score of 0 if no turns occured,

1 if there was one turn, 2 if there were two to four turns,

and 3 if there were more than four.

2)number of dramatization features at the point of

crisis. Four features were tallied: use of direct

quotation; information about characters thoughts or feelingS;

use of verbs that contain as part of their meaning the notion

of haste, urgency or fear;and use of an adverbial to

indicate sudden onset (see Appendix.C). Stories were

given 'a score of 0 if no features occured, 1 if one feature

occured, 2 if two features occured and 3 if more than two

features occured..

3)amount of causal information, as determined by

presence of any of the features identified in Appendix D.

Texts received a score of 0 if no causal information occured,

1 if one causal item occured, 2 if two items occured and

3 if more than two were present.
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q) number of comments concerning the significance

of story events, as aeterMined-by the'presendedf any of the

features identified in Appendix E. Texts rece ved a score

of 0 if no features occured, 1 if one feature pdcUredi

2 if two different features occured and 3 if more than two

occured.

5) total rhetorical complexity, computed as the sum

of the four separate indices of rhetorical complexity
\

(items 1 - 4 above).

1
In our first set of analyses, we use multiple regression

techniques to examine the effects of text and 'subject var=
\ =

is les on various measures o$ eithetorical complexity. Looking

fist at a sample of third through eighth grade average

and above=average writers, we find that while

Story length \always make's a large and significant

contributibn to the prediction of rhetorical complexity,

certain subject variables also make significant contributions.

(Table 7.1) .Moreover, the.pattern of contributing subject

variables, differs for the skating and boating texts. Thus,

while grade is the only Subject Variable contributing to

the prediction of rhetorical complexity in the skating corpus,

author's gender replaces grade as a contributing variable

in the boating corpus, with female gender being associated

with greater complexity.

Analyses of subject variables in a sample of fifth

through seventh grade above- and below-average writers

results in a somewhat different pattern of predictor variables.
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(le 7.2) Generally, the variables predict more of the

variance Complexity of the skating stories

and less o:the variance in boating stories than was the

case in the third through eighth grade sample. Moreover,

grade disappears as a predictor variable in the skating

stories, a,finding which is not unexpected given the

narrower grade range of this sample (5=7 vs. 3-8).

Writing level emerges as a predictor variable for two of

the rhetorical measures in the skating corpus (amount of

causal linkage and statements of significance) but predicted
leVe1none of the'boating rhetoric. Reading /predicted amount of

crisis dramatizaticin in skating stories and amount of causal.

information in the boating corpus. Author's gender remained

a predictor of boating rhetoric, with female gender once

again associated with greater rhetorical complexity. Gender

also predicted amount of crisis dramatization in the skating

corpus Finally, contrary to our expectations;
I

story length failed to predict amount of causal information

in the boating corpus.

Taken together, Tablet 7.1 and 7.2 indicate a somewhat

different pattern of subject variables as predictors of

/rhetoric in the two stories, with variables associated

with amount of schooling or level of writing skill serving

as frequent predictors of rhetoric in the skating corpus

and author's gender emerging as a frequent predidtOr of

rhetoric in the boating corpus. The reader will recall that
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all characters in the boating story were female while all

characters in the skating story were'male. One possible

explanation for the effects of gender in the boating corpus

may lie
4in

children's differing responses to the two writing

situations: while boys and girls may write with equal

rhetorical complexity abbut male characters, boys may have

difficulty producing complex rhetoric when asked to write

about girls. In any case, it is clear that rhetoric

produced,in respdnse to the skating stimuli was more likely

than boating rhetoric to be predicted by such indices of
of writing skill.

children's developing literacy as grade and teachers estimates/

We can alSo speculate that measures of rhetorical
_

colvilexity in the skating corpus may provide somewhat

better indidet'Of.Children's current level of literacy.

A second set of analyses concerns the extent to which

rhetorical complexity COntributes totory length; We know

from previous analyses of the8:6 stories that as writers

become older and more skilled; the length of their stories

increases. (Chapter Two; 80e also Bartlett; in press)

What we don't know; however, is the extent to which use

of specific rhetorical features contributes to this

increase. Texts could conceivably increase in length

without increasing in rhetorical complexity. Observed

increases may be due to other factors such as increasing

fluency or syntactic complexity or even 4n increasing

social maturity that may manifest as an increase in the

amount of social interaction portrayed in text. The
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purpose of the present set of

is to assess the contribution of specifichetorical

features to story length relative to the contritions

of certain subject variables which index more
*

Ieneral aspects

of children's developinihliteracy and social maturity.
- /

In our first analysis, we assess the- relative contributions

of ,a4hor gender, grade reading level, editing skill
J

and'ubd of four rhetoric variables (amount of quotation,

dramatization at the point of crisis, causal linkage and

statements of signifi.c-ance) to the length of third through

eighth-grade'average and above-average skating and boating

stories. As can be seen in Table 7.3, rhetoric variables

made significant contributions, to the prediction of story,

length in both types of stories even when such subject

variables as grade and editing skill are included in the

regression equatiOns. This suggests that increases in

length are not simply due to age-related increases in

fluency or social complexity of story content, but may also

reflect specific changes in rhetoric. However, Table 7.3

alSO Shows that the relative contributions of rhetoric and

subject variables differed in the two story conditions:

While grade accounts for more of the variance in length %f

boating stories than any rhetoric variable (except perhaps

amount of quotation), three rhetoric variables (statements

of significance; causal linkage and amount of quotation)

'account for more of the variance in 'skating story length

than grade or any other subject variable. This suggests that
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rhetorical cmplexity may contributevrelatpely, more

to the composition of the skating than eto the boating stories.

Analysi,s of texts produced by fifth through seventh

grade abcive- and below-average writers resulted in a less-

ening of the contribution of rhetoric variables. (Table 7.4)

For one thing, the number of rhetoric variableslItaking

significant contributions decreased for both types of

_ _

o
_

stories, Moreover, the relative contribution of grade

also increased. The stories continued to differ, however,

in the relative importance of subject and rhetoric variables

in the regression equations. While writing level and aUthor'S

gender contributed significantly to the prediction of boating

story length, grade was the only subject variable to con=

tribute to the prediction of skating story length., This

finding Ss all the more striking when one recalls results

Jof Bartlett, in press (see*aIso Chapter Two), who found

that grade and writing skill level had independent and

significant effects on length' of both types of stories.

Especially in the case of skating stories, however, the

ipresent analysis ndicates that differencesin length that

were accounted for by a general literacy variable (writing

level) may be better accounted for by specific measures of

rhetorical complexity. This suggests' once again, that

rhetorical considerations may have played a more important

role in the composition of the skating Stories than such

,other aspects of composing skill as might be indexed by

Such subject. variables as reading and writing 'level

7-7
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Wand editing skill. We might also note that author's gender

made an independent contri cation to the prediction of

boating story length. 11 be recalled .that gender

contributed to measures of rhetorical complexity both

the third throligh eighthand fifth through seventh grade

samples (Tables 7.1 and 7.2). The fact that gender continues

to contribute to the prediction of length even after measures

of rhetorical complexity are entered into.the equain suggests

that (for the 5-7 above- and below-average.writers, at. least)

gender contributes to other aspects of length as well,

perh4s affecting such aSpects of content as amount'of

social interaction among characters or amcint of descriptive

material.

A final set of analyses concerns the question of gen-

eralizability: to what extent do variables observed in one

writing situation predict performance in a second? Are

rhetoric variables observed in one story good predictors

of the length or, rhetorical complexity of a ory written

at another time? Is their relation to subject variables

similar in the two conditions or does the relat on change

whdri variables are used to predict length or rhetorical

complexity in a second story?

In one analysis, we examine the extent to which rhetoric

variables observed in one story predict. length of a seco

story in a sample of average and above-average third through

eighth grade writers who produced both skating and boating

stories. Table 7.5 shows the extent to which length of each
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story is predicted by,rhetoric features of the other as

well as by subject variables. common to the two As can

be seen, skating story variables predict more of the variance

in length of the boating stories (R 2
=;49) an the reverse

(R
2
=.3.6) Moreover, while all four: of the skating story

rhetoric measures make sigrlificant contributions to the

prediction of boating story length, only two bolting story

measures '(amount of qtittation and causal linkage) predict

skating story length. Finally, when we compare relative

contributions of subject variables in the two-equations,

we find beta coefficients to be fairly similar; with betas

for editing skill at .A.1 d .13 and for grade level at .36

and .30 in equations pred

stories respectively.

Not unexpecte

g length of skating and boating

rhetoric measures taken from dile

story predicted more of their own story's length than they

did the length of a second story. (Table 7.6) However, the

relation of predictor subject variables to rhetoric variables

did differ someulhat under the two conditions. \For while

the beta coefficients for editing skill did not differ in

the two types of equations, the beta% for grade ,level show

some interesting variations: ,Althtugh betas for grade level

in:equations thatpredict boating story length were the

same, regardless of whether they appeared in.equationg

?

with rhetoric variables,'-from :the boating (grade beta= .31)

or skating (grade bet.30) stories, betas for grade level

gi?
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in equations that predict skating story length did differ,

depending on whether they appeared in equations with rhetoric.

variables from the boating (grade beta =.36) or skating

(grade beta =.21) stories. As -can be seen in Table 7.6,

the relgti e contribution of grade to skating story length

was considerably higher when used in conjunction with

rhetoric variables from the boating story.. This pattern

of restIllts suggests that while rhetoric measures from the

skating story are about as good as measures from the boating

story in predicting boating story length, boating measures

may be less generalizable or lesS typical of a Subject's

usual narrative rhetoric.

Analyses of fifth through seventh grade above- and

below-average writerstexts reveal a very different:pattern

of results. (Tablt,7.7) As can be seen, none of the rhetoriC

variables predict story length. In each case, ,story length

.1

was predicted by a combination of three subject variables:

grade level, gender and writing level. These results.are
to

PI

unexpected, since two boating r,:hetOric variables (amount

of quotation and dramatization at the point of crisis)` predicted

boating story length and t tee skating variables (amount of A

quotation, causal information and dramatizatkon a t the point

of crisis) predicted skating story length (Table 7.4). Moreover,

the pattern of subject variables is also di'fficuIt to explain

on the basis_ other analyses, since gender and writing 34e7Awl.
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in equations that predict skating story length did differ;

depending on whether they appeared in equations; with

Variables from the boating (grade beta =.36) or skating

(grade beta =.21) stories. As can be seen in Table 7.6,

the relati e contribution of grade to skating story length

was considerably higher when used in conjunction with

rhetoric variables from the boating story. This pattern

pf results suggests that while rhetoric measures from the

skating story are about as good as measures froM the boa;ting

Story in predicting boating story length, boating measures

Ray be less generalizable or lesS typical of a Subject's

isual narrative rhetoric.

Analyses of fifth through seventh grade above- and

>elow-average writers' :texts reveal a very different pattern

if results. (TabIe,7.7) As can be seen, none of the rhetoric

,ariables predict story length. In each case, story length

ras predicted by a combination of three subject variables:
4.

rade level, gender and writing level. These resuItS are

nexpectedi since two boating rjletbric variables (amount,

f quotation and dramatization at the point of crisis)` predicted

oating story length and tree skating variables (amount of
,

,(

. !
uotation, causal information and dramatizatkon a t the point

,

f crisis) predicted skating story length (Table 7.4). Moreover,
,

..,-
. .

he pattern of subject variables is also difficult to explaill

n the basie.,z-f other analyses, since gender and writing Ievfl .$
_,

''Y'
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Taken together, the'results of these analyses point

to several conclusions.' For one thing, it is clear that

rhetorical complexity makes.i significant contribut

to the increase in-story length observed in grades ttree

through eight and that this contribution is independent

of the contributions of such subject Variables as author's

gender, years df schooling; general level of literacy (as

indexed by reading and writing level) and editing skill.

This suggests that the effect of knowledge of narrative

rhetoric (as indexed by our four measures of rhetorical

complexity) may be somewhat independent of the effect of

other literacy skills (as indexed by teachers' judgments

of current writing ability, Standardized reading scores

and performance 6n an editing task). The data concerning

the stability and generalizability of children's narrative

rhetoric are more difficult to interpret, for while rhetoric

produced in one situation (the skating story) predicted

length and rhetorical complexity in another (the boating

story), the reverse was not true. Moreovd'r, the'relatively

idiosyncratic nature of children's boating rhetoric is

underscored by/ he finding that while various features

of the skating story rhetoric were predicted by subject

variables likely to index children's general level of

IiteracY (i.e., grade and writing'level), boating rhetoric

was predicted only by author's gender, a variable whose

relation to level of literacy is more difficult to establish.
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At the moment, it is unclear why these differences should

occur, but thefact that they did has important implications

for writing assessment since it demonstrates the significant'

effects of apparent quite subtle differences in elicitation

procedures on th= representativeness and reproducabiIity of

the narrative the ric likely to be obtained.
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Table 7.1

Forward stepwise regression analyses of rhetOrical compleXity,

skating and boating stories produced by 3-8 grade subjects

of average and abova-asierage writing skill

* *

Predictor text variable: story length

Predictor subject variables: gender, grade level, reading

level, editing skill

Depend-
ent var.

3

4

5

Skating stories

Pr,pdictors Cum R

words .54

words .27

-words .23
.'- grade .24

words .17
grade .22

words .20
grade .22 '

beta
coeff.

.73

.52

.42

.12

.30

.24

.51

.13

f=to-
remove

329.41

106.76

49;77
tv.4

24.72
16.6

73.35
4.69

d.f.

1,284

1 284

-2,283

2,2.83

2.283

L.,***

* * *

***
'***.

***
**
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Table 7.1

Depend-

(cont.)

Boatifig stories

beta '''f-to-
ent var. Predictors CUii R2 coeff. remove d.f. p

Words .41 .62 172.17 2,269 ***

gender,

words

.42

v.:17

-.II_

.52*.

4.99

100.97 1,70

***

***

words.' .18 .42 58.04' 1,270 **

4 words 9.23 2,269 *A*

gender .13 8.9l ***

words.' .lD , .29 25.29/ 2,269 * * *

gender .12 4.50 * *

*Dependent variables:
1=total rhetoric score
2- amount of direct' quotation
3=amount of dramatizationk at the point of crisis
4=amourA of causal information
,5=number of statements concerning significance of events

**probability is between .05 and .01
***probability is less than .01

Notes l- Only predictor variables
less level of significance are
equations '

with f- 6-entei at af1.05 or
entered into the .regression



Table 7.2

Forwardstepwise regression analyses of rhetorical complexity,
. 0

Skating and boating stories produced by 5-7 grade subjects

of below- and above-average writing skill

Predictor text variable: story length

PredictOr subject variables: gender grade leVel, reading

level, writing level, editing skill

Skating stories

Depend-
2

beta
ent var. Predictors Cum R coeff.

1 *' words .55 .74

2 words 4 .35 '.60

3 words .215 .30
reading .26 .25

.gender .29 --.18

words' .26 .45
writing .30 .20

5: words
.

.17 .47
writing .21 .21

f-to=
remove

129;00

58.4

6 9.6
7.12.
4.10

27.76
5.57

26.72
5.36

d.f.

.1,105

1,105

3,103

2,104

2,104

p

***

***

***
***
**

kick
***

kkk
***
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Depend-
ent var.

4

Predictors

Table 7;2
(cont.)

2

Cum R
.

eta
coeff.

f-to-
remove d.f. p

1 words .37 .57 55.87 2,111 ***
gender .40 -'.17 4.96 ***

2 Words .22 .47 31.18 1;112 ***

3 words .23 ;44 27.23 2,111 ***
gender .26 -.17 4.21. **

reading .075 .27 9.21 2;111 ***
gender .11 =.18 4..03 **

5 words .09 .30 11.31 1,112 ***

*Dependent variables:
1-total rhetoric scorp
2=#mount of direct quotation
3=amount of dramatization at the point of crisis
4=amountof causal information_
5=number of statements concerning significance .--of-events

**probability is betwgen .05 and .01
***probability is less than .01

Note: Only predictor variables whose f-to-enter is at a .05

or less level of significance are entered in the regression
equations
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Table 7.3

Forward stepwise regression analyses of story length,

skating and boating stories produced by 3-8 grade subjects

of average and above-average writing skill

Predictor text variables: amount of direct suotation, amount

of dramatlzation at the point of crisis, amount of causal

informatfon, statements concerning,significance of eventt

Predictor subject variables: gender grade level, reading

level, editing skill

Depend-
ent var.

Skating stories

,2PredIctort Cum R

.

beta
coaff.

.

f-to-
remove d.f.

words , quotations .27 .29 38.52 6,279 **
causal info. .44 .24 31.7 **
significance .51 .29 52.81 **
grade level .57 .21 22.25 **
dramatization .59 .18 15.06
editing skill .60 .09 4.86, **

:.Boating stories

words grade .0 .31 41.89 6,265 **
quotes .44 ...30 37.71 **
causal info. .48 .17 14.35 **
dramatization .50 .16 11.42 ** c.

,- editing skill .52 .12 7.02 **
.significance .53 .115 6.57 **

**probability is less than .01

Note Only predictor variables with 'f -to -enter at -a .03"mbr less
level of significance are entered into the regression equations

r."



Table 7.4

Forward stepwise regress.ion analyses of storlength,

skating and boating stories produced by 5-7 grade subjects

of below, and above-average writing skill

Predictot- text variables: amount of direct quotation, amount
/

, (

of dramatizatiOn at the point of crisis-, amount of causal

information, statements concerting the significance of events

Predictor subject variables: gender,

level, writing level, editing skill

ent var;

words

grade level,

Skating stories

Beta f--to-
Predictot,s Cup 0 coeff.' remove d.f.

reading

1
,

quotations; .36 .39 34.47 4,102
grade level .55 .33 24.93
causal info. '.63 .29 21.04
dramatization .65 .16 5.76

4.Boating stories

words grade .32 .46 46.12

4 qUotations .44 .23 10.7.

.writing level .51 .20 8.2W
di,apatization .54 .18 5.81
gender .56 -.14 4.13

5,1 8- **
**
**
**
**

* *probability 'is less than .01' I

Wit-A: Only Vredictor variables with f-to-enter at a .05 or
less level of-significance' are entered into the regression
equations



Table 7;5

Forward stepwise regression analyses of story length using

rhetoric measures from one story tb predict length of a

'second story

Sample: skating and boating stories prickpuced by 3-L8 grade

subjects of average and above-average writing skill

ti

Predictor subject variables: gander, grade level, reading,

level, iting skill

Skating stories

Predictor text variables: amount of direct quotation, amount

of dramatization at the point of.c1risis, amount of causal

informatiOn, 'statements concerning the significance ofevents;

as computed from these subjects' boating stories.

lent par.

skating

Predictors C m R
Beta '4.4

coeff. remove d.f. p

words grade .26 .36 . 35.24 4,220 **

boating quotes .33 . .27 22.85 **

" causal .35- .14 4 6.02 **

editing _ .36' .11 .4.07
$

**

il
,
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Table 7.5
(cont.)

Boating stories

Predictor text variables: amount of direct quotation; amount

of dramatization at the point Of crisis, amount of causal

information, statements concerning the significance of events,
-.,

as-oompbted-from these subjects' skating stories

Depend- Beta f-to
ent var. Predictors Cum R2 coeff. remove d.f.

, .

boating , .

words grade .3d .30 26.84 16 218
skating quote .37 .18 8.79

causal .43 0.23 18.53
editing .45 .13 8.02
skating drama-47 :17 8.15

" sign. .48 .:12 5.51.a
.4

**probability is less than .01

tai Only predictoi, variables with 1-to-euter at a .05
(7.517-1jss level of significance are entered into the
regression equations



Table 7.6

Comparison of beta Coefficients from equatiofts.in
.411

rhetoric measures predict length Of theirown

length of another, story

Depend-
ent var.

Skating stories

Equations in which,
text variables are
computed from skating
stories (Table 7.3)

variable
beta
coefficient

skating
.words grade

tkating'quotes
skating causal
editing
skating sign.
skating drama.

R2=.60

Depend-
ent var.

. 21

. 29

.24
;09
.29
. 18-

Boating s ries

lrEquations in NhiCh
textvariables are_
computed froth boating
stories (Table 7.3)

variable,

boating
words grade

boating quotes
boating causal
editirig
bolting drama.
boating sign: .115

e'

r.

which

stories and
A

Equations in which
text variables are
computed from boating
storeis (Table 7.)

beta
variable coefficient

grade .36
boating quotes
boating causal
editing .11

47
.14

2
R =. 6

.
-EqUations in which
text variables are
computed from skating
stories (Table 7.5)

beta
coefficient variab

it

13j

grade'
vSkaiingqUdtSS.

.

., skating causal
editing '

skating draMa.
skating sign.

2
R =.48:

beta
coefficient'

. g0'

. 18

. 23

. 13

. 17

. 12
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Table 7.-,7

Foyward steplise regressi analyses of story length using

rhetoricinileasutes frdmohe st6psi''io leriith4'of
0. 0

.

second story'

Sample:-I'ska-ting and boating, tieries produced by 5-7 grade

subjects of below- and above-averaged/writing skill

\
0

gPredictorcsubjget variables: ender, grade level, reading.
a { go ri

;
level -.writing level, editing skill

Skating storie

Pre ictor text votiabIes: ainount of direct quotation, amount

f dramatization at the point of crisis arvnt,of causal'

information, statements concerning4the signifi.cance of

.

, 6%/ents, as computed" form theie'sub]ects' boating stories

Beta f-to
Coeff. remove d.f.

Depend=
ent var. +Predictors-

skat
viing

.

ordi3 ,grade
,,gendgr
writipg'level

2
Cum R

;495 38.73 3,8 **
.40 - 30 **,
45 .22 744 **'



Table 7.7
'tcont;

Boating stors.

Predictor text variables: amount of direct quotation, amount

of dramatization at the point of crisis, amount of caw'

infOrmation, statements concerning the significance of

events, as computed from these subjects' skating_stories
I 0

Depend- 1
Beta f7to-

,

ent var. Predictors Cum R 2 coeff. remove d.f.

boating
words grade

.

writing level
gender

**probability is less than .01

.26 .48 39.08 3,88 * *

.41 .31 15.23

.48 -.28 ' 12.38

'1

=-Note:Only predictor variables with f=tO=enter'at_ a .05
or less level of significance are entered into the regression
equation8. :

, .



Table 7.8

Forward stepwise regression analyses of,:total rhetoric

scores using component rhetoric measures obtained from One

story to predict total rhetoric score of .a second story

Satple: Skating and boating stories produced by 3-8'grade

SubjeCtS If aVerage-and above-average writing skill.-

Predictor subject variables,: gender, grade level, reading

level, editing skill

Skating stories

Predictor text variables: amount of direct quotation, amount

of dramatization at the point of crisis, amount of causal

informatio , statements concerning the-significance of

events, as computed from thase subjects' boating stories
t

Depend-
ent var. Predictors Cum

Beta f-to-
coeff. remove

'skating total
rhetoric score boating quotes .04 :27 ,171.18

N, -

editing .105 .15 '5 76

d.f.

222- **
**



F
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Table 7.8
(cont.)

Boating stories

Predictor text variables: amount of direct quotation; amount

of dramatization at the point of crisis, amount ofcausal 1

,

information, statements concerning the significance of

events; as-computed from these subjects' skating stories

Depend-
ent var. Pl'edictors

1

:boating total
rhetoric score boating causal

bbating quotes
boating drimat.
"grade
boating sign.

**probability less than .01

Beta f-to-
coeff. remove d.f. -p

.15 5.9 5,219 **
-k-

.22 .21 9.33 **

.27 .22 9%95 **

.29 .17 7.14 **

.31 .12 4.13 **

13'
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Table 7:9

Forward stepwise regression analyses of total rhetoric

scores using component rhetoric measures obtained from one

story to predict total rhetoric score of a second story

Sample: skating and boating stories producedbx 5-7 grade

subjects of below- and above-average writing skill

Predictor subject variables: gender, grade level, reading

Ievef, writing level, editing skill

Skating stories

Predictor text vari4bles: amount of direct quotation, amount,

of dramatization at the point'of crisis; amount of causal

information statements concerning the significance of

events,'as computea friv these subjects boating stories
)

Depend=
ent vat. Predictors :Cum

skating total
rhetoric score %ender

grade
boating quotes

Seta

2

coefft remove d.f.

.16 -. 32

42./ .29
za2 .22

12.17
10.16
-5.59,

3;8a **
*ffi

**

:!
Bgating :stories

)'- ..).. ...

. . . '),-
___, t .

Predictor teba Var4.ablet: atOVr of direct quotation, mount

of ctramatiiatiOn at the poir1t of Crisis; amount of causal

.statetentS concerning the significance ofinformatt

events, as

Depend-
ent var.'

c4iOuted from thess,subjects'

bo'ating,tbel)
rhetoric %core ,gehder

reading level
skating quotes

Predictors

4proba*Altpls less than

Cum R
2

. 17

. 2P,

. 33

skating stories

Seta f-to-
coeff. remove d.f.

-;33
;30
.25

12914
11.87
7.35

3,88



Chapter Eight: -The effects of_various narrative voice

constraints om coherence and complexity of children's

narratives

The research to be reported in this chapter concerns

age-related changes in children's ability to sustain a

narrative point of view under conditions of varying complexity.

Its purpose is to examine the effects of different situational

constraints (including voice and content constraints) on

coherence and complexity of,narratives written IlRy children

in grades three thrOUgh six.

Teachers and lra4,1uators of children's writing seem

to agree that the ability to develop and sustain a narrative

voice is an important aspect of writing development. (e.4.,

Moffett, 1968; Britton et al, 1975) The skill is viewed

as essential in its own right but also as an important index

of children's growing social deveIopment particularly

their capacity to appreciate the ideas and feelings of

others. These socioNI skills are viewed by many as fundamental

to writing progress since they are thought to underIy

students' sensitivity to audience and hence their ability

to engage in effective communication.

But while current theories of communication and

socialization have emphasized the importance of students'

Skill in maintaining various points of view, developmental

research suggests that this skill may not be well developed

until at least the end of the elementary years. Piaget

hai argued that Children in the middle and upper elementary
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grades are still likely to have difficulty coordinating

information from several different frameworks or perspectives

since they may have a tendency to center" on one

while losing sight of the other. (Piaget 8 Inhelder., 1969;

Laurendeau & Pinard, 1970; Flavell et al, 1969) It is not

hard to imagine that this would lead to difficulties composing

narratives from an invented character's point of view, since

authors must differentiate their own knowledge of events

from that available to the narrating "voice" and maintain

that differentiation throughout the many, often difficult

activities of composition. Under the circumstances, one

might expect that as content becomes,more complex; children

might have difficulty maintaining &differentiated point of':

view and might tend to lapse into an "ego-centric"

simplification, perhaps one in which the narrative voice,

begins to assume a stance more or less identical to that

of the author. Similarly, if (as Piaget supposed) maintaining

a differentiated point of view requires considerable Cognitive

effort, then one might also expect that maintenance would

result in simplification of other aspects of composition such

as syntax, vocabulary, cohesion or content.

:,The development of skill in maintaining different

narrative,perspectives has received relatively little

systematic attention. Children's ability to sustain a

narrative point of view in simple "expressive" discourse

has been assessed i several of the exercises reported

by/the National Asses ment of Educational Progress in writing.

(NAEP, 1978; Klaus et al, 1979) For example, in the 1973-74

8-2
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assessment, nine year olds were asked to pretend to be a

,pair of tennis shoes and to tell what the shoes might

think and feel as they are about to be picked Up by their

owner. Seventy-four percent of the nine year olds demonstrated

an appropriate narrative voice by referring to the tennis

shoes consistently in the first person and 56% were able

to incorporate a fair amount of detail concerning-a relation-
Tr_

ship between shoe-and child. This suggests that by about

fourth grade, the majority of children are able to sustain

a consistent narrative voice in simply structured ("expressive")

text. However, it is unclear how children'in this age

range might respond to more demanding situations that stipulate

a more complex content or more'compleX relationships among,

various characters. Developmental research suggests that

as the situation becomes more cmoplex, elementary age children

might have difficulty maintaining narrative coherence.

As well; we-might expect to find inconsistencies in narrative

voice or a tendency to simplify story content.

The experiment to be reported in this chapter is designed

to evaluate the effects of more complex narrative situations

on the coherence and content of children's stories. It

compares content, consistency and coherence in situations

where children must write either from their own (author's)

point of view or from the point of view of a story character.

It compares, as well, situations in which children write

from the point of view of characters who have full knowledge

of story events with situations in which children write from
-

the point of view of characters whose knowledge is only partial.

L
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As in our previous studies, children write narratives about

events picttired in two cartoons. In this experiment* half

) the subjects at each grade level are asked to write from

their own (author's) point of view an half from the point
/-

of view of a designated (focal) character. Story elicitation

was. designed so that each subject wrote one text that focused

on events\befalling a character with full knowledge of the

story action and the other on events befalling a character

whose knowledge was only partial;

Methods.

Snhiects_ .consisted of 159 third through sixth grade

students from sixteen cIassrooMs in two New York City

Public schools.
1

At each grade level there were 20 subjects

who wrote both stories in a character's voice and 20 who

wrote in their own (author's) voice, except at the sixth

grade where only 19 subjects wrote in their own (aUthot's)

voice. (See .Table 8.1) To insure that subjects at each grade

In all, tasks were administered to a total of-446 children:

grade

y-;.....,

number of classrooms

4

total number of SS

116

4 4
. A 125

5 . 5 133

6 3, :72

SUbjects were randomly selected from the pool of.eligible

participants at each grade level;

4
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level were'Comparable in current writing skill, we obtained

teacher evaluations and selected our samples so that half

at .each grade in each cOhdition were judged by their teachers

to be average in current writing skill and half, above-average.

To insure that children were at least roughly comparable

in other diteracy skills, we included in our sample only

children who wer\reading on grade level or above according to

4N 1
their most recent standardized reading test.

1This sample enables us to test hypotheses concerning age-

related differences in children's ability to sustain a nar-

rative voice. Our original design called for us to investigate

differences between more and less skilled writers at each

grade leVel as well For thiS.Ve intended to compare performance.

at each grade level of 15 aboveTaVei,age and 15 below-average

writers who were roughly coMparabIe:in other literady Skills.

To insure comparablity; we intended to stipulate that all subjects

be reading on grade level of above. As was the case in our

1918-79 samp we were unable to obtain many third and fourth

..graders who were below-average in writing but reading on

grade level. Moreover, at all grade levels, below-average

writers tended tO be beloW=grade readers as well; As a result,

and despite the fadt that we canvassed 18 classrooms containing

more than 500 students, we were able to obtain data from.only

38 eligible below-average writers, thus making it impossible

to follow our original design. (See Table 8.2)
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Materials All subjects wrote two narratives about

events pictured in two eight -panel cartoons. Each depicted

a situation involving an adult caretaker who carelessly,

allows its young charge to get into trout and two children

who rescue the endangered character. In bne case, the

events occur at a zoo: a zookeeper allows a monkey to esc e

and the monkey is rescued by two boys who manage to catch

it as it falls from'a dangerous height. In the other,

events occur at a swimming pool: a mother allows her baby

to crawl onto a diving board and the baby is rescued by two

girls who manage to catch it as it fallsktoWards the water.

In both cases.,Arthe action is organized in such a way that

the adult caretakers are unaware of the potential danger

to their chargesotnd tbus have only partial knowledge of

events. The cartoons are reproduced in Appendix E) Each

cartoon was designed so that either the adult caretaker

or the child rescuers could be construed as protagoniSts.

Thus, in one condition subjects could be told that a given

cartoon was "about what happened to" the adult and in The

other, "about what happened to " :one of the child rescuers.

Procedures Each child wrote two stories, one involving

an adult protagonist in one content situation (pool or zoo)

and cle, a child protagonist in the other content situation.

Half the children wrote both stories under instructions

designed to encourage children to adopt a character'S voice:
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they were told to "pretend" to be the designated protagonist

and "to tell what happened to you." The other half wrote

under instructions designed to encourage the use of their

own (author's) voice: they were told to write stories "about

what happened to" the designated protagonist.' (Full'

'instructions are reproduced in Appendix F) The instructions

were counter-balanced across the two types of content

(pool and zoo) and two protagonist conditions (child and

adult) so that roughly half the children in grades three

through five wrote about the adult and child protagonist

in each con'dition. Counter-balancing was not possible in

the sixth grade author's voice condition; due to a lack of

sufficient sixth 'grade classes, The resulting design is

presented in Table 8.3. 2

1We had initially hoped to have all subjects write in all con-
_

ditions, but results-. of a pilot study indicated that when

childrien were asked to write in a character's voice at 'a

first session, they were likely to write from characters' voices

at subsequent sessionS, despite instructions to write SUbsequent

stories from their own perspectives; Thus it- seemed best to

use narrative voioe:as.a between subjects variable.
.

It Shbuld:be nOted that while narrative.voi4e always/appears

as a between.zubject variable; type of content and type of

protagonist are confounded-. (i.e., There are no. ubjects who
0

wroteaboutchildProt&g3nistsinbOthtliepOol and zoo conditions
0

or about adult protagonistt in both.) Confounding effects

8-7
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(footnote 2, continued) can be assessed', however; through

separate analyses of child and adult protagonist stones

designs ;: that treat both content and narrative voice

, -
as between subjects variables and thus:eliminate within

Subject variables. The: IP resulting designs are:
44

.
,

Child condition

-r4e
344
4

5

6

CharactervOice
4

Pool content 0o content'4

Author's voice

Pool content Zoo content

10 I0 10 10

10 10 12 8

10 10 9 11

10 1-0 0 19

Adult condition

Character's voice Atthor's voice

Grade Pool content Zoo content,' Pool content Zoo content
0,

3 10 10 10

4 10 10 8

5 10 10 11

6 10 10 19

-.,

Grade

3

4

5

6

Grade

4

Zoo content condition

Character's voice

Child focus Adult focts

Author's voice.

Child focus Adult focus

10 10 10 10

10 10 8 12

10 10 11 9.

10 10
19

Pool content condition
1___

"Character's voice Author's voice

Child focus Adult focus Child focus Adult focus

10 10' 10 10

10 10 12 8

10 10 9 11

10 10 0
19
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Tasks were .administered Nv one of the researchers

(J.C.W.) in children's tlassrooms as whole-group activities

,.on separate days about a week apart. Children were allowed

as much time as they wished to complete their compositio.ns.

Actual writing times varied from 4'30' to 38'30", with

author's voice stories taking slightly longer than character's

voice stories to complete. (Table 8.4)

Results 4

Our first set of analyses examine the extent to which

desigtated characters actually function as protagonists in

children's texts. Reasoning that protagonists should (byik

definition) receive the most attention in a text, we used

as one index of protagonist Status the relative frequency

with which a designated character was actually mentioned,.

Reasoning that protagonistS should also take the most

active" role in narratives and that' one'index of activity

is `:the extent to which referendes to A,character':a.,re encoded

as sentence subject4;', we also measuredthe relative frequency

With which a, designated character appeared as subject of a

finite verb. Both measures were calculated as difference

scores; computed as the number of references to a designated

character minus he number of references .to,.the next-most-
__

(tottnote 2, continued) Ihe'se:ciesigns have .beenused to

assess possible .cdnfoundingl as indicated in the text.
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frequently-mentioned character. Positive scores would

th0s indicate that the designated character had functioned

as a protagonist (according to-our criteria) while negative

scores would indicate a more uncertain status.

Relative frequenoy of mention scores are presented

in Table as As can be seen, designated characters were
1

,,
,-

mentioned more frequently than other :;characters when

children were askedo.write'ln that character's narrative

HOWAq0r, this wasnOt:;the case when children were
_

asked to write from their own ("aUth614S) perspective,

Statistical reliability of these differences was assessed

by a three-way repeated measures 'analysis of co-variance

with grade level (3 -6') and narrative voice (character's vs.

author's) As between.4Pject variables; type of protagonist

(child vs. adult) as a within subject'variOle;and numbet,'

of words per text as co- variate. The analysis revealed a

main effect for voice (f=20.96; d.f..=;1,150; M.S =

544.39) and for type of protagonist (f=15.31; d.f.=1,150;

p=,0001i m. .=252.61) as well as a voice x protagonist

interaction (f=8.77; d.f:=1,150; p=.004; m.s.=144.75/.

As can be see; from TabldS 85 and 8.6, while Character's
.

voice' And, child:I6rotagonist resulted iftth greatest relative

frequency of mention for a desigoated character; the two

together markedly increased frequency of mention. Possible

confounding of content with type of protagonist was assessed

in separate analyses of child and adult protagonist stories

with grade level, story content (zbe vs. pool) and narrative

,,voice as between subject variables. No statistically
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significant effects for story-content were observed in

theses analyses. .

$entence subject difference scores are presented in

Table.8.7. As can be seen, designated characters appeared

more frequently as subjects of-finite verbs than did the.
0

'next most frequently mentioned character in virtually all
4

conditions'. An analysis of/ co-variance with grade, narrative

voice and type of protagonist as variables and words as

co-variate revealed only a main effect for narrative voice

(f=8;540.f.=1,150i '1)=.004';.m.s.=135.4) With character's

voice,resuIting in the larger difference scores (X characeter's

voice=2."93; R author's voice=1.63). Separate analyses of

child And adult protagonist-texts,reveaIedino confounding

effect for story content.

Taken together, the data are equivocaI While d-Signated

.characters achieved protagonist status on both Meau es 1,n'.

the character's voice condition, only one measure ( ntehCe

subject score) 'indicated protagonist status in the a th'or

voice condition. Thus, the extentto which designated

characters aChievd prota'gonistastatus in that condition

remains uncertain. At the moment, we are unable to explain

the differences obtaiped on these two measures.

:

Our second set.of.anaIyses examined 4he ext'ent to

writers.used an ,appropriate narrative voice. Children"

writing in the^character's voice condi,tion had been in

structed to adopt the role of that character, telling the

story from that chai;acterls . view. Esseptially, this

8-11 1.



required 'first person narrative with the narrative voicle

belonging to the.designated protagonist; Thus, we would

expect most references to the designated' character to

be encoded in the first person. (See examples, Table 8.8)

While,inati-uctions in the author's voicedonclition,Vith

write about" A' designated character) did not actually stipulate

a third person narrative voice, evidence from our 1978-79

corpus would suggest that whenchildren in this age range

are given such instructions in a cartohn elicitation situation,

they ''use a third person narrative voice about
ite-`'^A

80% of the timkWhble 2.6, Chapter Two) . Thus, we Jpight

elcpect most children in the author's voice condition to

use a third person narration. One consequence would be

that most references to the designated protagonist would

be encoded in the third person.:(See examples; Table 8.8). .

ReferenCesto designatedYcharacters in the two conditions
4

were examined in a four-way repeated-measures analysis of'
.

ed-variance with grade (3 -6.) and narrative voice as between
. - .

_. .

subjects variables; type reference to designa ed character
..,

- '.
(first person vs; third person)-and type.of designated

protagonist (child vs. adult) as within subject variables;

and number of words per text as co-variate. The anal9sis

revealed main effects for narrative voice (f=26.59; d.f.=

1,150; p=.00.01; m.sii=226-46; X charadter's voice=5.92;

R aillthor'S voice=47.2) and type of reference -(f=26.55;,

15=.01)01; m.s.=1114.59; Rfirst person=6.64;

?:third person=4.00) as well as type of reference x grade

A'
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(f=5.89;d/f/=1,150;p=.001;m.s.=247.19) and type of reference
4

x voice (f-1208.16; d.f.=1,150; p=.000;'m.s.=8737.42)

interactions. As the expected type of reference k'voice

interaction illustrated in Table 8:.9 shows, children were

indeed able to adopt appropriate narrative ,tices: when

asked to write in a protagoniSt voice reference to that

character tended to occur in the first person;whenwriting

in their own (author's) voice, reference to that same

characler tended to occur in the third person.

4, a grade x type of reference interaction (Table 810)

4;.

Additionally,

shbws that while use of third person reference tended to

4 decline with age regardless of narrative voice, use of

first person refere'nce tended to increase. since,narrativee

voice did not interact with grade, this suggests that somel

factors other than voice were contributing to changes in

the relative distribution of the two types of reference..

One possibility is that as children got older, they :tended

to use more dialogue, a change which Would result in increased

first person reference to the designated protagonists regardless

of narrative voice. ( Text 5, Table 8.8)

For our present purposes', however, the main results
IL

of'this analysis are the highly Agnificant voice by type

of reference interaction together with the lack of any

interaction of voice .with grade. This suggests that

children in our study, regardless of grade, were ape to'

adopt an appropriate narrative voice.
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Thus far, the data show that children in our sample

wee able to carry out our directions: they seemed to focus

on the de'signated protagonist and were able to°adopt the
, .

reqiiisite narrative voice. Current deVelopmental

theory would predict that children waild have difficulty

4maintaining a consistent narrative voice, however

especially if it differed markedly front their own.
r.

Developmental theory would also predict that the cognitive,

effort involved would also result in, somewhat simplified

texts. These predictions were assessed in, the next

group of analyses.

In one we investigated the extent to which children in

the various conditions had difficulty maintaining a consistent

narrative voice. For this we examined each text to determine

whet ,it contained rhetorically unmotivatesi switches

in narrative voice. These were defined as st4itches from

a third to first.persZnarration (or vice-versa) in any

portlbn of text that was not part of a direct quotation.

(See,. examples; Table 8;11) Two, coders,. workin independently,

examined all texts for unmotivateP6itches. Intercoder

reliabilities ranged from 89% t& 100 % deppnding on type

of 'text;

Differences in occurance of unmgtivated switches in

narrative voice were assessed in a three-way repeated measures

analysis of co-variance with grade (3 -6) and narrative

voice (character's vs. author's) as between subject variables;

type of protagonist (child vs. adult) as a within subject

variable; an# number of words per text as co-variate.

The analysis revealed no main'effects but did show a grade x

8-14
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narrative voice interaction (f=2,64;d.f.=1,150; p=.05; m.s.=.13).

As can be seen in Table 8.12, third grade children writing

in the character's narrative voice produced more unmotivated

voice switches than children in a.;.1 othet gr s, whose"

production of unmotivated switches was uniformi'y lower.

This suggests that for third grade children, the task of

writing in a character's narrative voice may have been

somewhat taxing. However, the 3/ack of any effect for type
I \of protagonist suggests that the difficulty did not seem

to depend on whether characters had partial or full knowledge,

of events: stories in which writers adopted the voice of
.

.° an adult protagonist resulted in no more unmotivated

switches than Occured when writers adopted the voice of

a child.

In other, analyses, we examined complexity of content.

Once again, current development41 theory would lead us to

predict that childrdn attempting to write in the character's

vbice would tend to produce simpler content. Procedures

for measuring story content are described in.ApPendiR.G.,.

Briefly, a content coding scheme was developed, based on

adult written accounts of events pictured in each cartoon.

By asking adults to rate the importance of information

included in their texts, we were able tp arrive at a set

of statements judged by adult writers to provide a succinct

description Of essential features cif events pictured in

each cartoon. Two coders, working indePendellily.,;then

examined each child's text to determine whether each item

8 -15
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of essential information was present. Overall, inter-codet

'reliability was 91%, ranging from 86% to 10d% depending

on type of text.

Differences in amount of ess
_\

ential content in children's

texts were analyzedin a three-way.repeated measures

analysis ofco-varianip, with grade (3-6) and narrative

voice (characters' vs. author s) as between subject variables;

type of protagonist (child vs. adult) as within subject

variable; and number of words per text as co-variate.

The anaIypis showed a main'effect for narrative voice

(f =3.87; p=.05; m.s.=4.71) and a marginal mar-_

rative voice x type of protagonist interaction (f=3.40;

d.f.=1,150; p=.06;m.s.=4.29). Overall, the character's

voice condition elicited less essential content than

did the author's voice condition character's voice=4.96;

X author's voice=5.24) but the differences were somewhat

greater in the child than in the adult protagonist condition

(See Table 8.13). The data, then, support the hypothesis

that children writing in the character's voice condition

produce somewhat simpler text. Moreover; a lack of grade

effect indicates that the simplification occured at all

grade levels.

F. lly, we might note that analyses of differences

in sto length also indicate some simplification in the

character's voice condition, Although length is related

to many different aspects of composition (See Chapter Seven)
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it is nonetheless arguable that length is, in part, a

measure orcontent. A-three-way repeated measures analysis

of variance of length (with grade and narraiLve voice

as between subject variables and type of protagonist

as within subject variable) revealed main effects for grade

(f=12.01; d.f. 3;151; p=.000), voice (f=11.07; d.f., 1,151;

p=.00l) and type of protagonist (f=4.02; d.f.=1,150; p=.05);

With character's voice and adult protagonist conditions

each resulting in shorter texts (X character's voice=107.78;

X author's voice=129.27; X adult protagonist=114.03;

X child proitagonist=121.65). (Length was also affected

by grade, with younger children writing orter texts:

.X 3rd grade=86.2; X 4th grade-122.02; X 5th grade-127.85;

X 6th grade-138.02)

Taken together these

all of our predictions.

analyses support

For example, al ough data from

some, but not

the National Assessment of Educational Progress in writing

(NAEP, 1978) had shown that children as young as fourth
.

grade-were able to write from charactar's point of view

we had expectedin simple ( "exxessiven) narrative'texts,

that children would be less successful in the more complex

narrative situations depicted in our cartoons; However,

data in Tables 8.$i 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 shoW that children

At allgrade leW.9..41$r able-to focus on a designated

protagbnist and write liom a stipulated point of view.

However, the data also show that the task of writing frOm
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a. character's point of view was not accoliiished without

cost. For one thing, children writing from a character's

point of view produced 'shorter texts with simpler content.

Moreover, third grade children attempting to write from

a character's point of view were more likely than other

subjects to produce rhetorically unmotivated switches

in narrative voice. These lapsesfIT a third person

(author's) narration can be viewed as instances of e o-

centric" simplification and, like simplifications of

content, are prediCted by current theories of development

Which hold that the task of adopting another's perspective

taxes the cognitive capacity of elementary age children.

These theories would not, however, predict the observed

age differences in type of difficulty:, that younger children

would have difficulty both maintaining voice and developing

content while older children would have difficulty primarily

with the latter. Noris it clear why difficulties should

continue to manifest as simplificatppns in content long

after children have pioved able to maintain4ppropriate.

narrative voice. One possibility is that while children
d

are able to imagine and maintain an appropriate perspective,

they are unable to conceptualize or word certain aspects

of the pictured events to fit into that perspective; If

this were true, then we would expect the relative frequency,

with which itemsvarious items of essential contentare included

to differ in the two conditions. To determine whether

frequencies were, in fact, similar, we rank ordered according

to frdhuency the items of essential information included

for each story in each condition. As can be seen in

8=18 15r;



11.

Table 8.14, the rank ordering of the zoo story items was

identical in the two narrative voice conditions. For the

swimming pool stories, however, the rank orders in the two
4

conditions did differ . (rho=.54). Since separate

analyses of variance for the two types of stories each

yielded main effects for narrative voice (zoo: f=3.88;

d.f.=1 107; p=.05; m.s.=6.71; pool: f=3.72; d.f.=1,107;

p=.05; m. .-6.85), with character's voice consistently

resulting in less essential information than author's voice,

it is probably best to conclude that several factors were

working to reduce the amount ;of essentkaI cintent in the .

character's voice stories. In the pool stories, discrepancies
specific items of inforlation were included

in the frequency with which /. : (Table 8.14) indicate that

some items may have indeed been more difficult to encode

in one condition:than in the other. (In fact, two items

accountedted for most of the discrepancy: item two which .in-

volved information that the baby was on the diving board

and to a lesser extent, item three which involved information

that the baby had fallen into the pool;) However, the lack
in relative frequency

of any diScrepancy/ in the zoo stories together

with the main effect for narrative voice suggests that

factors other than specific encoding difficulties may have

been involved. What these might be remains, for thd present,

unclear.
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'Tables

Number of, subjects in each writing condition

Grade

Voice condition

Character's voice Author's voice,

3 20 (10 male, 10 female) 20 (9 male, 11 female)

4 20 (6 1, 14 11
) 20 (8 " 12 " )

5 20 (10 11 10 ),, 20 (11 " 9
'II

)

6 20 ( 8 It 12 ) 19 (10 " 9
11

)
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Table 8.2

Eligible below-average writers

Voice conditi

character's voice - author's voice

grade

3 0

10

5 10

;6 9

9:

a

0

1



Table 8.3

Experimental design.: Number-of- subjects in each condition

-Voice condition
1

Character's voice Author's voice

Grade Zoo/Pool* Pool/Zoo* Zoo/Pool* Pool/Zoo*

3 10 10 10 i., 10

4 ,10 10 8. 12

5 10 10 0 19

*Adult/child



Table 8.4

Mean time to completion for each voice condition at each

grade, level

Grade

3

Character's voice condition
--

X first* X tenth** X last

32'33't
r

9'40' 18'.35P
ito

4 4'46" 150" 30'45"

5 6'40" .9'53" 24'58"

9'30" 11'447 19'47"

Grade

Author's voice co

R first* R nth**

3 8'0" ' 1 17"

4 9'39" 19'4077

5 6135" 11'4

6 815 13'00"

*R time for first child in a

* *X time 'far tenth child

***R 'time for last chiI

-

ditLn

X'last***

30'48"

31'38,"

2'19'15"

31'33"



.Table 8.5

Mean frequency of mentidn'-differencescpre

char'acters in each voice condition at each grade level

(Mean frequency of mention difference score=frequency

with whirh designated character is mentioned mints

frequency with which next-most=frequently-mentioned

for designated

ohdk'acter is mentioned) (words as co.yariate)
.

NaFrative voice cbnaitipn
,

CharaCter's voice .uAuthor''s voice

Grade . Child ,prot'. Adult prot Gild prot."
) - .

,1

3

4

5

1.50

.3.15

2.70

6.9

1.35

1.35

.30

.85

t
A -.5

1.55

L'.45'

-3.26

-/
I.



Table 84

Rean4frequency of mentione difference score for designated:,

characters in each voice and protagonist condition

(Mean. frequency of mention difference' scorer frequency

with which designated character is.m6ntioned minus

fliquesty with.whicb Next-mastrfrequencyly-mentioned

chara6ter is mentioned)(W6rds,as,:;co-variate)

Narrative voice condition
r...

Protagonist Character's voice: .
Author's voice

C6nditton' .
1*

Child 3.70 E.2
,-.

Adult .70 L;57



-
. r;Mean sentence subject difference igeore for each_No ce.

4

Condition- at each grade leve1tsentence subject fference

score=frequency with which reference to designated character

is encoded as a sentence subject minus the frequency with
_

which reference to next-most-frequently-mentioned character

is encoded as a sentence subject) (words as co-ifariate)

Narrative voice conpition

Character's voice Author's voice
:

Grade Child prot.
.

Adult prot. Child prot. AdUlt pro .

3 2.0 2.9 1.0 .65

4 2.6 2.75 2.3 '1.8'

5 2.75 2.75 245 2.6

6 ,5.0 3.05 7.16 2.05





Table 8.8

Examples of texts produced in the character0s-Noice and

author's voice conditions

Ch- araeter's voice

Text_ome: One day/my friends and I went to the zoo.

We were walking past monkey cage we saw a man selling4k4floonst:

I stoped to buy one and said "could I have a red balloon please"

the balloon man said "certtly." And at that moment the

than who was feeding the monkeys opened the door to the cage

and the monkey got out took the balloons and started saj_ling

up in the air. 1pe he was up about seven feet in the air

the balloons i'ped and down the monkey came "We, will catch

him" we yeIleaf We did the man who Was feeding the monkeys
.4o

thanked us ndred times we said good buy and went. When

we got to my douse I -aaid "that sure was a exdOting day".

Text two One day Sile I was at the pool I started
4

doze off. ,My little baby started to climb on the diving

4F*

Waltd he dr ed up to: the end andstarted falling. I woke up
Itt.'

A"14 13e4, two dren jump in to safe him. T ':'swam over

.
apd tfwargl me. 'tdipk I-'

.
; -°so pe

AJSi

0116 'harp. 'was -h

'ild arfriei4;14mOd Ca* # aigi,ri'irr,i):.,

ppgi with h f t i8nt, '0 t Wer
-

- , ,

-,,b4thicig. sii,it
,

anki in 1,#it .o 41 'F, ivela'-

,

-.., . Mere putil,(45 theiti..feet in it .e°:

.:- -
'00s*-.- ,.. .

. .

Ar16,t,,__ .. ....: :,...1N . . 4,,,

She

.),go to tile

...citt?,,her green

thing suit. They

the other side 6' r



Table.8:8

(dont.)

the pool a mother was laying down and her baby was crawling
4'

around.

Then the baby started to climb up the latter on the

diving board. Sally and Carin were just about to go swimming

when they saw the baby on the diving board the dove in the

water ,e fast as the could and swam and caught the baby

before he hit the water and swam to the mother. The mother

be own and picked up the baby She *as so happy to see
li

the aby she paided no attention-to the girls. 4M

Text 4: ThSre%tids once-a zookeeper who loved MonkeyS.
4):

He opened-the gglet so: he could feed the Monkey then the

Monkey jumped out and grabbed tile balloons. And flew in the
/

air. (The Monkeys name was Greg.) The ball-dant flew out Of

his hand. Then Greg came falling and falling down. 2 boys

4-that were visiting the zoo Peter Bobby caught Greg.

Then the -zookeeper thanked Peter. and Bobby. 4F

Text 5: One day,a boy Jonhy wanted to go to the zoo. .0

He called up his friend David to:'see if he wanted to go .

With him. David said "Sure." When they got to the'zod Johny

said "Lets look at: the eleph*J. ants. I just love feeding them
Ai

peanuts I ,alboloVe shaking his 34i,vtr*k._ To bad he,doesn t
11;

have hands; SometimeS they blow:tlie4pjlosw-,-pn you,

"I think thats real disgusting" s'OifiFDAyid.i. .6F]

stputbets and letters indicate authors -'0Ade 'andlender. Children'S

spellings and punctu4tion haye be0n retained.

61).)-



Table 8.12

Mean number of unmotivated switchs .Wnarrative voice

in each voice condition at each grade level (words as

co-variate)

Type of
4

li"narrativelfoice 3

Character's .13

ti

16
yr



Table 8.13

Mean number or4tems of essential content information
./i

!+,

included in each4hgrrative voice condition (words as

co= variateY.

Type of protagonist

Type of. voice Child Adult

Character's 4.77 5.16

Author's 5.3 5.18

E

/) 3



Table 8.14

Rank order of friequency with which items of content
d

'.
infor tion are Included in children' s texts

Actei^ s voice

Author' s voice

Pool stories

3> 5> 4> 2> 6> 1

2> 5> 3> 4> 1> 6

4uthort s- vo,ice .6>2> 3> 4> 5>6,
V

r

16,

I



Chapter Nine: Children's Skill in Detecting and Correcting

Rhetorical Problems in Nartative Text''

The research to be reported in this chapter concerns age-

related changes in children's ability to detect and correct

three rhetorical problems: inconsistent narrative voice, in-

consistent tense structure and inappropriate introduction of

expository information. The research was intended to complement

research' described in Chapters Three through Eight by contrasting

children's.spontaAeous rhetoric with their ability to detect

and correct nhethricaI problems in the texts of others. We had

hypothe'tedtizethat eilemntary age children would
-

diffiatIVliai:ntairiirig cansliktent'voice And

ti
,

- -,-,.-
... ..

-.,-
narratiNiW0046.0%itions and int ed to compare their hypothesized

eProdUctjion RAR4:9y.iihttieix, skill in correcting the

difficulties of others. Conrrlary to our expectations, however,

have

tense

particulan

structure in

children in our study produced relatively few inconsistencies

narrative voice (Table, 8.12). Not i-dip we find many iit'stances

ense
,

.inconsistency. As Table 2.7 shows, the vast,majority

of children in our 1978=79 sample use a consistent simple past

tense. structure and this was true of our 1982 sample as well.
,

These nesults were not available when we began the research to

be described below; Hadwdm known that these inoonistenciesJ
0

were relatively rare in ldrents narrative textqictRe.undoubtidly

would have elected toistudy children's editing oe:Aig*qommon

text problems: Nonetheless, the data do demonstrate. some in-

teresting diScrepancies between children's editin--0 ah .. c6,posing$:

;4.

sk11s and for this reason seem worth reporting.

9-1
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The research was undertaken with a sa -.-of third tn-p7iigh

04,
.sixth gradectlildren who participated in our 198 k study of

narrative. voice.. In all, 112 students particiapted, 28 each in

grades 3 through 6. As was the case in our study of.narrative

voice; half the subjects at each grade were judged_ ):)y. their

teachers to-be above-average and half, average'in'faurrent

skT11. I1 sub4ects were also reading on grade level or above.

(See Table 9.1)

Children were given ten sfiort narrative passages to edit.

Four contained a rhetorically unmotivated switch in narrative

voice and four,,,an unmotivated switch in verb tense. In two

passages, the switch in voice was from fi rst to third person'

and in two, the switill was.from third to first. Half the tense.

switches were from past to present and hafi frOt present to past.

(See examples,Table 9.2) Children were also asked to edit
.

two passag es in which expository informatiOn (information about

charadterS' es) was inappropriately presupposed. (See example,

Table 9.2. The full set of prOblems appears in Appendix H-.)

Passages ere reproduced on separate sheets of paper stapled

into ten-page booklets. Theiktder of problems in each booklet

was randomly determined fot each subject;

The editing task was administered by one of the researchers

(J.C.W.) in children's classrooms as whole group activities

about 'a wak after all writing tasks were completed. Instructions

for administering the editing task are reproduced in Appendix

H. Briefly, prior to beginning the editing task, children

participated in a warm-up discussion about editing which affOrdecL

an opportunity for them to edit i practice text.

9=2
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Children were allowed as much time as they wished to

complete the task. Ecliting times varied from five to thirty-

eight minutes (Table 9.3). Of interest is thb fact that younger

children took no longer than older children to complete the

task. 'Moreover, comparison with data in Table 8.4 shows that

they spent no longer at their editing than they did in composing

their narrative texts.

We had expected that children would attempt to solve the

tense and voice problems by changing dev4ant nouns and verbs

to conform in voice or tense with those used in t4.initial

portions of the texts (See texts"1 £2, Table 9.W). .''When we

examined the texts, however, we found to our surprile that

in the case of the tense problems, children adopteta second

strategy as well: in many case, th'ey succeeded in producing
1.4

a conisstent text by changing the initial verbs to conforle'dn.

tense with-those that we had considered to be deviant. (Example

3, Table 9.4)

Instances of each type of solution were talligd by two

codersworking independently. Children were given credit for

achieving a successful solution if (in adopting the first type

of solution) they managed to change all of the deviant nouns

or verbs or if (in adopting the second type of solution) they

. managed to change at least 50% if the non-conformjng

(The coding scheme ilteproduced in Appendix H.) Inter-coder

reliabilities were fairly high, ranging form 84% to 95% depending

on type of editing problem..

As can be seen in Table 9.5, more problems were solved by

fifth and Sixth graders than by younger children. Moreover, at

every grade, children were slightly more successful in solving

9-3



the tense than the voice problems. Data in Table 9.6 shows

that type of change did,not seem to affect the rate at which

older children solved the voice problems but may have had some

effect ontithe performance of younger children: while older

children wed equally adept at-chqnging deviant first and third

person nominals, younger children seemed' somewhat more skilled

at switchini deviant third person to conform 'with a first person

narration than the reverse. A closer look. at the da0t, however,

reveals that one problem (A3) was much easier than the others

for younger/Children to solve and.no doubt accounted for the
.

differences observed in Table p.6: '(See TO.ble 9.7) At the

moment, we cannot account for these differences in item

difficulty. A

Data in Table 9.8 show that at all grade levels, problems

inVolVing deviant present tenseverbswere more likely to be

solved than those involving deviant past tense; ,Moreover; as

can be seen in Table 9.9; children seemed to adoi3!-6- different
is

strategies in solving-the two types of prpplems: for while

children invariably solved the deviant present tense problems

by changing the deviant verbs to the past tense, children were

more likely to solve the deviant past tense problems by'changing

present tense verbs (which constituted the vast majority of

verbs in a text) to conform to the few deviant past tense

(See 3, Table 9.4). What this strategy demonstrates,

then, is that..eIementary age children will go to considerable

lengths to preserve a consistent past tense structure for narrative

text. It suggests, as well., that (for whatever reason) elementary

age children mayThe str6ngly biased against the use of preseht

9-4



tense temporal organizations in their narrative compositions,

a hypothesis that receives additional support from data in

Table 2.7. 1

Along with tense and voice problems, children were also

asked to edit two passages in which expository information

concerning characters' names was inappropriately presupposed

(example 3, Table 9.2). Solutions to thesproblems were deemed

correct if they included some explicit linkages.Lbetwewl:nne

of the indefinitely references characters in the first sentence

and the proper name in the second (see, exampleS 1, 2; 4; Table

9.1,1)) or if subjectedelected proper nams so that characters,

reinefined indefinite'throughbut the text (exampla,3, Table 9.10).

Children's atteffipts at solving these problems were assessed

by two coders; working independently. (Coding instructions
.

iand ntercoder reliabilities are presented in Appendix H.)

As can be seen in Table 9.11, the percentage of soIuttons was
;

not particularly high:at any grade level, ranging form 09%

(for F urth graders) to 29%.(for si4th graders)il'For whatever
,

reas0 it appears that this problem is quite diffidult for

;elementary children to solve. -

Taken together, then, the data indicate that during the

elementary /ears children do demonstMS". 'increasing srcill in

detecting And correcting inconsistent narrative voice and tense

1
It is possible that mature writers might adopt a'''simiIar strategy

as well, and we intend to study adult solutions to these editiu

problems in future research.

9-5
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voice and tense structure. Moreover,laltoug,
A a

indication,that childreMindit any more difficult' to

and correct deviance in first as opposed to thirkperson

there is some indication that children do .find lipeasier
_ _

detect deviantpresent tense verbs in past tense text ap the

reverse. Although the reaS .'the difference is not entirely

clear, it may well berelated to the fact that children seem

to show a strong bias towards the production of past:tense,

narration. Finally, we should note that at all grade levels,

children produced relatively few solutions to the problems

involving inappropriately presupposed expository information.

AlthoUgh:it is clear' that; children manage solve,a_

SUbStanti-al number of voice and tense problemsi it is also
0.. I

true that the solution razes never exceeded 75% and, in th

lower grades, were sometimes lower thari50 By contrast;

our-analyses of children's parrative compositions show that

tense inconsistencies wereOlery infrequent; occving no more

than.1015 of,the time (Table 2.7); while inconsistencies in

voice were even less frequent after Mlle third grade year

(Table 8.12). In other words, despite qpiIdren's increasing

editing skill, 4-i6 still the case that their edited texts

contained a4greater number of inconsistsncies than occured

in their narrati e compositions. What this sdlgtests is that

an ability.p produce rhetorically consis.wit text is not'

.

onecessarily predictive of skill in correcting rhetorical

inconsistencies' in the -texts of of ers:,,As Bartlett has

argued (Bartlett; 1981) the two may draw on very liffeer;t

skills and knowledge.

9-6
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Table 9.1

Subjects in editing study (N=112)

r

Grade Averagl writers Above average writers

3 14 14

4 14 14

5. 14 14

14

0



Tabie'9.2

Examples of edit ng problems

Inconsistent narrative voi-ce

One day-Angela and Doreen wcnt out to play -tennis:

Angelawas serving. She hit the'jpaII really hard and it

landed in a tree., The girls tried to shake it down, but

the ball wouldn't move. Then they went to find A lbng

stick; At Last we found one. Finally we got the Nall

down. Then tht girls went.bAckto their game..

Inconsistent verb tense

One d-

take th6

rent

Steven'andsLuis decide to go fishing. They

ishing rods.and go to the pond. There they

da out to themiddle of the pond. They

worms for bait. They dropped their hooks fdecide, to use

into -the water; They waited foa fish. Nothing comes.
-

. -_-.r.

TWii' boys are feeling disc4putagee. ,Then all At once Steven'

and Luis feel tugs on theirIines. Tpey catch two big

rout.

Inappropriately presupposed exposltoty_information

One.hot. summer day two girls decided to go swimming

at-the poql. But then something happened to Judy:, She was

swimming 'under water when all of a sudden a; big k- crashed

.rigit into hetiThe kid hit Judy on the head. Judy almost

fainted. She had to get out of the pOO1 and test for a while.

1 *7
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Table 9.3_

"Me'an time to completion '11

f edi4ng task at each lirade

level

+ .

Grade R first* X tenth** X IaSt*L*

3 8'20" 16'33" 23'52"

10'12" 18'45" 30'34"

9'28" 16'52" 25'46"

6 10'33" 14'52" 28'52"
eit

*R time for first child in a classto finish
**R time for tenth child in a class to finiO

***R time for last child in a class to finish

.70

'.
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Acceptable solutions

Pi*

Solution 1

Ta151

to the 1,Voice and tense editing problems

nce I went -i1.4th' my two friends, Emily and

'

CarOlSrhi't6 the beach. When we got there; found;, rsOwboa

Emily and I ate on shor% butCarolyn atn the 40at-,

All at lope a Strong wind blew the bciat out 00 the

Watbr. Ve could see that' Carolyn Aidn t have any oars .

\ _

We didn't knoW what to do; Finally tke=gi*iie(we)* foseld

a long rope; They-(we) threw it tOiCarolyn. Then we

pulled her to'shore.

Solution 2 Jim wants take his bike and go for a ride.

Sam is coming too`. The two boys get their bikes and ride ,

to the park. They decide to .race ftwn Devil's Hill, the

biggest hill in the park. At first Sam i.s in the lead:

Then all of a sudden, he tried(tries) kes% His

brakes didmlt (don't) work. His bike- ib goAng faster.
. ,

He is sure he will crash. He tries,hibrlakes again.
.

.

This time they work. He is safe.

P

Solution -3 Jim wants (wanted) to take his bike and go, for

'a,ride. .oSam is..:0"eming (came) too. The two bQyS get= (got)

then bikes and taide(rode)-to the park. They deeide '(decided)

tO'raCe doWn Devil's Hill; thebiggest hill in ':0.e*aric_;.

At fil4t:Sat is(wes) in-the Idad. When all of a sudden..,

he tried his brakes. is brakes didn t-wQrk. 'His bike

is- (was) going faster, He-is (was) surehe will (would)



crash. He
,

tr*es

Table 9.. 14

(cont.)

r,

,(tried) his brakes again. This time

they week (worked).. He is (was) safe.
;

6 W .

.a.,
*Words' _dashes ,4triea) are wqrde.. that -haile, been croe'ijiV-

out by objects.. Words 3.ri7pa'renthes0.- <frieci)

indieate ren'e substitutions .



Percentage of -, -

.44g

at each grade 1eVe1
4.

O

voice, 'and tens oblems carrected.

Voice probl Tense prob14m.s

37.75%

41%

60% .p.2Sfb

66% 713. 75%
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Table 9.6
'Percentage of voice4piplirolems solved by children at

yymit

each grade level

Type ,of problem

Type 1* Type 2**

3 ' 46.5% .Z 29%

4 4,8%- 34% ;

5 64.t%' 55.5%

6 6 6'6%

Grade

?Type

*,*Type

4

roS:

Voice` problem in wfach deviant
firsi persop

Voice proem in which deviant
third person

noniznals

nominaM

are

0'4

182

0,

+r.



Table 9.7

Percentage of solutions :,ito each voice pr plem at each
4 a .Pir,

is. . . , ,..grade level

..,.w.
%

Vote problents

ade Problem Al'' c Problem A2 Problem A3 Problem A4

3
,!,

4-

.'

5

6

.fs 7 9 %

32%

54%

50%

,.#

29%

39-%

6I%

75%

'64%

64%
. .

'75%

Ec2% -

20%

29*

5O

57%

%-

14*oble `are reproduced irk Aripendix*n

.



Table 9.8

srcentage:of solutions o each type 0 tense problem

at each ,grade level

Typg,eof problem

Grade Type 1*

3 35.5:%

4 39.5%

5

6 54%

*Tyrie problems in which deviant ve0's.
et.

past: tense

**Type probleits ija whichdelfiant verb present..tense



Table 9,9

Percentage of each type of solution to each type of

'tense problem at each grade level '

Type' 1*

Grade Solution A"
.

-Type of probIell.

3

4 07.:5%

14'':5%

qtr 1'

Solution B

25%
.

:- 4 A ,
34%

*PrOblem Type 1=

Problem Type:

**SoKilti

-'-

Type.?

-
cation A Solution

56;5%),

64;5%__ :0%

91% 0%

5% Oli

4.2.-
-..

problems Tin which.,s.deviant, verb is
_. _:

i_fl'pasttepse-

i..', em

.

s iz WIfic. h deviant., ive0:i pieSenten
i.

'
.

-..,°,
.

Solution

.ochanging deviant verbsto conform to majority of

verbs (example 2,,. Table 9.4)
_:,,

B=changi majority of verbs to conform to few deviant
. ..

, verb (example 3, Table 9e4)
.

: "I

v

< 7-
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Acceptable sOlutiOns to edi+ing problems that involve

inappropriately presupposed expository information

Table 9.10 A

Example of an editing_problem

One hot summer day tWa g4ls decided to ,go Swimming

at the poca.

*

Acceptable soZutiepogl
J5-

e one One hot siumMer: day two girls named Janeltd Judy

pihethingAippenectto Judy. ,48116.,,pat.

decided to. go 4Wjaing''

Tp4e two 'Orie hot

for go swimming.,...

summer, apd anoth rtgirl-dedide'd

V,
-.,Typathree. .0neftot summer day two girls ecided to. go

Fimmsng at the pool. But then something happened to one

of them,--ahe was....

Type four One hot summer d4y two girl cided to go

swimming at.the' pool . "Akiiit thewsonieth

girl named Judy.

appened to On

111

4



Percentate of soluti

gradeNlevel

Grade
47 ,

ExpobitGproblems

8 1115

69%

5 23%

6 29%

4t4

cat



Chapter Tertfi,SOkme ConCludin CbmmentS

1$:74

,

We h presented results frot a. number; of different.

)
concernitig'the develoOtent of narrative rhetoric in

elementary age children. It seems to us that the value of

studies

this uprk lies both in its substantive findings and its

solutionelyto-certain methodological problems.

Most basic, perh8ps, is our finding that rhetorical com-

plexity makes its own contribution to the -increase instory

length regularly obs'ervfd during the elementary years, a

contribution indep dent df the contributions p! such general

indices of Iitera y as grade level or reading,Writing and
z=4,,

editing skill.t T provides some suPportik our belief that
, 4-

Of ;skill inlaarrative4utAti depends in im-

portant ways on the develb ent Alarrati4e,rfFetdric and that

the deveIopmen,

the development of rheIori4a

ferentiat4d from th% de' lam
.,91r4s-

ski and-kObwiedge can be diflk
"- \47s- "

pt of 4h othr '4peots bf
sue,- a. 4

literacy as,increas3A"f uency-br'

or lexical skills.

elopment'orsyntactic

Data concerning the stability; and generalizability of

rgetoricli skills are somewh

'0.0,617'Odti43 in one pituation grave
i.,

be more generalizable'

That .,

%
ishetorcAdroduald -.\\

.

tqh, good r%dict6ir
!L.

than rhetoric pr

in respliv to the

of eto

ced in.the setond.

,
n_respOnse

se,was-:

-j c600e4.11 SI

*'!a

boal,ng,-stim If, despitp

ecese. findint.

he-,data,

isonj,, die reisons



remain unclear, especially since every effort was made to

design comparable stimuli for -dile two-,con4itions3 In any case

the findin tia4 important fthpiicAtions for writin essment.

On the one andi-it demonstrates that 'a genera

can be obtai e At the same

effect of apparently quit

stimuli on the represent

narrative rhetoric:obtiai

t'

tie

it points

etoric

importarit

c4i
differenCts in elictation

ss and reproducabi -*fry of the

Much of_omr researdh effort was spent Attempting to

delineate pat4kris4oL, growth in children's use of Specific

-4 rhetorical devices: for example, their use of dramatization and

suspense-generating techniques as,well as exiA.i6i-tiCaithal

motivational linkages. The specifics are described in Chapters
. _

Three. thrOUgh'Six and will not -be .recapitulated here. However,

taverel'4genera1 trends in the clateare worth emphasi;ing.

For one thing, the data do offer support for the notion that
.

children conceptualize their task in terms of fairly general;:

story models which in the case of our younger subject810confOrM

fairly well to the model of simple trajditio .story structure

umelhart, Stein &

the case of our older

-AL

propdtedby such researchers as

and Mandler S Johnson but which,

:subjects., conform mIre to the in media res structure found
/'

in certain types of popular fiction. We-should add, however!,

. that (for older children least) story model may depend on

o r although older children

structure when encoding an "ever y" or

feuch as that provided by our
ai . ,

-

.draw on other types
,

.. Of models

mAfantasiticar materials.
10-2

use an in medla Des
9r.w.

"real/S.-tic" content

stimulds eateriAls), they

'When encodlag more exotic or

189
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A second point concerns the notion of plu if.unctionality.

Karmiloff-Smith (1979a). has emphasized the'i ortance of plu

functionality as an index of language developteir''"
of children's referential use of, determiners and pro oun °Thus,

.4"for example, she points out that whi'le cereNtin linguistic elements

(such as articles) may be urifunctionaixit adUIt usage, in the

language of young children these aZements'maye initially :serve

only a single function and, most-important, that the change

,

ifrqm unifunctional to plurifunctional use may. involve extensive

restructuring of the way in which children rep&Sent ,their
4(

linguistic knowledge..(See argumehts,in Karmiloff-Smi'611',:1979a,b.)
-., . :4 '''

We have.observed a- similar pattern ofe'development in phildren's
4

use of dialogue, which initially seems to function only to

display on-going social interaction but which later (atyabout

0 sixth or seventh grade) serves additionally to provide backgroyn9
d
eRposition. We ,suspect thatefurther research will reveal that

clail.dren's uslip.-ItfOther rhetorical devices follows a
sat
imilar

..,

deVelop nta_ pattern. . .,it *
4ts

6.4

At'the moment, we do not know which cittpets of children's*,
.

,

erien6.es might prove. crucial n promoting plurifunctional

KarmiIoff-Smithsuggests that the development of plurifunctional
, 1

depends on practice and automaticity: as children gain skill

in using'_= certain device \for U certain function, they are eventually

able to ince = ate ,that ainction V--4pub-go 1 within. another,
0

superordiaate function. No doubt practiceals leads to pluri-
,

functional use of various rhetorical devices, .biat at present we.

knowalmost nothing about how this m
3%.

ftlit beat be achieved:
. , J

fctr example, would delibera-ho articulatidn of goals and*sub7goals,
hasten a plurifunctiorT1reorganizatio 'l gr would practice,

.

/0-3 I
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a'.:

414

independent of goal articuIa tion, be sufficient? Answers to
46.

questions such as these will enable us to design more effective

instructional strategies.

,1"1 dOnsiderations of plurifunctionality lead directIy to

the problem of determining goals and functions that.chiIdren

themselves have in mind during composition. Alile our research.
0.J

1

ci-asnot intended to address such questions directly, they

nonetheless rise up to haunt us whenev e attempt to infer

from chldren's texts their rhetorical wl dge. For although.

we may pqint til;tle effect that cert4 wordings may have t

Sn.a eader's interpretive activity .,'gerierVing suspense.
;,

or-curiosity) talere is no text itself 'to tell us

ether these effects hate actually n intended or foreseen;

iti64.4; or exampIbiwe

ai ur

trave

may

have observed (Chaker -Three) that shifts in level

in childrvp texts. -These shifts provide readers
.

otng writers mayri.tcluid to story sItruct*teAan

intended them to Setye this function However, young writers

also have prdducea.such Shifts in response to their own

react to story eve #s and may not have 'conceptualized

dtheir effect on a reader's res,pOnse. at all Productiqn of a.

particular wording depends'on a number of considerations,

ei.,including a writer's own responst to the material, at writer's

awareness of possible readers' responses and needs,and
*

<-..,,
a-writer's knowledge of particular genre constraints. We know

, . L,

the relativelittle abo
,

e contributiaps bf these 'to the outcome
s. 4

of any particular Wpiting attempt nor do we understand how relative
,

contributions might chaiig4 with age or writir4 experience..
4-0

*- ,
.

- 10-4 toOP P



What our resear- ha -provided is a desCription.of the range

of wordings p4duCed by children at different ages-in certain

narrative contexts. A next step is to'begin to define the goals

and skills that might underly them.

Along with its subtfantive,findings, our research has also

'provided solutions to .certain methodological problems. Most

V.

important of these is the

,composition tasks that a
,constrained dnolgh _to

time' " us to assess

igning welt-defined

valid while at the same

s Iutions.td particular` narrative

problems. The design of-such talks has .not been easy; for if

writers are saddled with tdjo many constraints,

/.begin to seem more like problems in editing or

:qv! fa!31

serxesa fill-

in-the-blahk exercises than compositionl of-extend t4

At the same time,'ir writers are 14Tt entirLy to tkeir own

etg. . , k : . if .. 6
i t

devi:ces,it is impossible to insure that all Lpe with'thilihm._ .

c

irqpndedivfative problems. ereally, Would want to pl4oent*
AC'

all subjfedtswith
, CaI

few A e ned position4roblems and

focus the'analysel on their:solutns -these appear, in thep a

Arding of a few well-defin*Wsegments of text qur-'use of

us to
cartoon elicitation Alocedures has, 'we,f

accomplish this. .7 By y,sing earik4p4to sp t'straCture

. -

and task instructldns to,epeg41a rhetoFio
/71*

we `.have been able fo'insdre that subjects cope with a.few.

wel -defined narrative plioblems (e.g., telling a, StOry from

ioint of view of a Charac-eer who'has full 'or partial knowledge,..
1.

1-, 1

of events) Akhout apparently disrupting ot..overly constraining

their visual procedures for composing 'extended narrative text. , - :,,

,
VT i

.
. 'i 1:4i*,.
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(For another example of a well-4fined compositibn" problem, see

Bartlett, in press; Miller, Bartrett, Hirst,..1982)

:While the coding procedures adopted in this research were

geared primarily to the content of these particular textsi some

can also provide useful'starting points for assessments o

narrative rhetoric in other, situations: Among . the more

generalizable efforts are the codes used to establish protagonist

status and to define type of narrative voice (Chapter Xight)
J.

as well as codes designed to characterize dramatization and

level of detail (Chapter,Three): Our method of measuring

amount of essntial story content (Appendix G) is alsck readily

applied to other narratiVewritings.

In conclusion, it is important to emphasize that the

research has focused on children'suse of specific rhetorical

devices in well-defined narrative contexts. Underlying this

approach is our belief that effeCtive narrative rhetoric can

be taught but that effective teaching must (like the research tself)

focus on specific uses in well-defined- narrative contexts.
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